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Murray •Ks., Friday Afternoon, January' 18, 1980
•
Ledger 8c. Times
In Our 100th Year Ms Pe. C Volume 101 So. 15ops
PRECISION TEACHING WORKSHOP - Dr. Walter Berard «Titter), a special education faculty member at the
University of Montana, explains the technique of Precision Teaching to participants in a recent workshop at Murray State
University. F.aculty members shown with him ifrom left) are: .Allen Harwood, instructor of special education; and Dr.
Robert Fox. associate professor. Dr. Jerome Hainsuorth, professor, and Dr. Gary Schroeder, assistant professor, all in
the Department of Instruction and Learning. Berard is a consultant to a special project in Great Falls, Mont., on Precision
Teaching, vvhich involves both a screening assessment and a remediation procedure. The workshop at Murray State was
sponsored by the Department of Special Education and .C.OIlige of Human Development and Learning.
Gordon Found Guilty On Four
Counts Of Illegal Drug Activity
Kenneth W. Gordon of Benton was
found guilty on four counts of illegal
drug activity and not guilty on one
count by a U.S. District Court jury in
Paducah Thursday afternoon. The jury
of six men and six women deliberated
four hours before returning the ver-
dicts.
The guilty verdicts were returned
against Gordon, 25, on two counts of
attempting to manufacture an illegal
drug, metharnphetamine, better known
as "speed," at laboratories at a trailer
in Fairdealing and his parents' garage
In Benton. He was also found guilty on
two counts of conspiring to manufac-
ture an illegal drug. He was found not
guilty on the charge of attempting to
manufacture an illegal drug at his
Murray residence at 717 Poplar St.
Sentencing date for Gordon is set for
Jan 30. His bond was raised by U.S.
District Judge Edward H. Johnstone
from $50,000 to $100,000.
In the final day of the three-day trial,
Gordon's mother,. Mrs. Wendell Gor-
don. had to be removed from the
courtroom after an emotional outbreak.
during dosing arguments.
During his closing statement, Gor-
don's attorney, James Glanville,
referred to the prosecution's chief
witness and unindicted co-conspirator,
Alfred White, as a "degenerate." He
noted White's criminal record and
questioned his motives for testifying
against Gordon. Glanville appealed to
the jury that the government was
prosecuting the wrong man.
White testified Monday and Tuesday
about a "business partnership" he had
with Gordon to manufacture the illegal
drug.
In earlier testimony, White had said
he accompanied Gordon to the
chemical storage area at Murray State
University's Blackburn Science
Building where Gordon allegedly stole
chemicals and glassware. White
testified that Gordon had a master key
so the two did not have to break into the
building.
While his attorney addressed the
jury, Gordon broke down in tears twice.
His mother, also sobbing, left her seat
in the courtroom once to go to his side at
the defense table prompting Johnstone
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back to her seat.
Later, Mrs. Gordon screamed out and
was ordered from the courtroom when
Assistant U.S. Attorney Scott Wen-
delsdorf asked the jury to consider why
Gordon had operated his laboratories
secretly and had set up a false chemical
company to get supplies if his action -
had been legal.
Mrs. Gordon cried out that the
chemical company was not set up by
Kenneth, but by another son, who is
now deceased.
Weadelsdorf, who said that White's
testimony was corroborated by all
other prosecution witnesses and by
numerous articles of evidence in-
troduced Wednesday, reminded the
jury that the government had been
straightforward about White's
background initially. Like many
government informants, he said,
White's record is not above reproach.
- Dr. Gordon, Gordon's father, who is a
physician, testified for his son's defense
Wednesday., afternoon. .He said he
"turned in" his son two years ago for
drug use, however, he had seen no
evidence of drug use since then.
The Benton doctor said he had ob-
served the chemicals and glassware his
son had set up in the family's 30-by-60
shop, which had been called a garage
by officials. He said his son told him it
was for a chemical project at Murray
State University, where he was a
student.
Dr. Bailey Binford, a Murray
psychiatrist, told the jury he had
treated Gordon about 20 times from
July through December. Dr. Binford
said Gordon was "deeply depressed,"
however, he showed no symptoms of
4
irrational or violent behavior. He also,
said he no evidence that Gordon
was taking drugs.
John Shepherd, a friend of Gordon's,
testified that White told him he would
have Gordon "put away." On cross-
examination, Shepherd said White
made that statement after he had
testified about Gordon before a federal
grand jury and after he believed*,
Gordon had fired a shot at him.
The prosecution rested its case about
mid-afternoon Wednesday after the
introduction of numerous chemicals
and laboratory equipment seized at the
Benton garage and at a burned trailer
in Fairdealing, where Gordon allegedly
started the fire during the drug-
manufacturing process.
Robert -Krefft, a forensic chemist
with the federal Drug Enforcement
Administration, testified he tested the
various substances on request of DEA
officials in Louisville.
He said he found evidence of P2P, a
substance considered necessary in the
manufacturing of methamphetarnine-
with few other uses. -
Wendelsdorf found each ingredient
necessary for P2P manufacture among
the exhibits as Krefft described how the
substance would be made. He said
pictures taken of the laboratory in the
Gordon garage appeared "consistent
with the process of making P2P."
The chemist said P2P can be pur-
chased through chemical suppliers, but
when it is, the suppliers alert the DEA
because it is a necessary ingredient in
the manufacture of illegal drugs. DEA
officials testified they investigate






The Senate passed 32-0 and sent to the
House a bill providing that any school
employee who has received American
Red Cross first aid training cannot be
held liable for civil damages because of
aid rendered on school grounds.
The Senate also approved a com-
mittee amendment extending the
protection to people with the CRT
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The state
Senate today voted to expand Ken-
tucky's so-called Good Samaritan Law
to include public school personnel and
people who have received car-
diopulmonary resuscitation training.
training.
Sen. Jack Trevey, R-Lexington, the
bill's sponsor, said school officials in
Fayette County have been reluctant to
give first aid to school children because
of the potential legal problems.
Trevey admitted that there is some
question about the constitutionality of
the Good Samaritan Law, which
provides protection to physicians,
nurses and emetgency medical
technicians.
The Senate also passed a bill to allow
dance contests on premises with
alcoholic beverage licenses.
The bill was passed by a narrow 16-13
margin and sent to the House.
Sen. Helen Garrett, D-Paducah, the
hill's sponsor, said its purposeLwas to
allow dance contests by elderly
citizens.
The bill was amended to limit the
contests to persons 21 years of age or
older.
The Senate also adopted a joint
resolution 28-3 calling for a study of the
feasibility of helicopter ambulance
service in Kentucky.
The Senate and House both adjourned
after brief sessions for the weekend.
The constitutional responsibilities of
the executive and legislative branches
were a topic of discussion and
disagreement Thursday in the General
Assembly.
Longshoremen Urged To Give Up
Boycott And Load Soviet Grain
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter is urging longshoremen to
abandon their boycott and load 3
million tons of grain destined for the
Soviet Union to relieve a backlog he
says is clogging the nation's tran-
sportation system.
The action is calculated not to help
the Soviets, but to relieve pressure on
American farmers.
The administration continues to press
forward on other fronts for punitive
measures against the Soviet Union in
reprisal for that country's military
intervention in Afghanistan.
A high administration official said
Thursday, for example, that the United
States and its European allies may try
to have the Moscow Olympic Games
postponed, shifted or broken into parts
in retaliation for the Soviet action.
The top two officials of the U.S.
Olympic Committee were scheduled to
meet at the White House later today
with Carter aides.
The grain the president wants loaded
is not part of the 17 million metric tons
Carter has ordered embargoed from
the Soviet Union, but is a portion of
some 8 million tons the Soviets are to be
shipped under previous agreements.
Thomas Gleason, president of the
International Longshoremen's
Association, said Thursday he would
. check with his union and report back to
t?kiireaided.
He did not promise that the 80,000 ILA
members would end their nine-day
refusal to load grain on ships bound for
the Soviet Union.
An administration official, who
declined to be named, said Thursday
that Carter, "speaking as president and
commander-in-chief," said "that the
abrupt stoppage of all grain shipments
was contrary to our national interests,
that it was clogging the pipeline, in-
terfering with normal commerce and
was unfair to the farmer."
Administration officials said the ILA
boycott, affecting ports on the East and
Gulf coasts, has resulted in barges,
railroad cars and grain elevators being
chock-full.
As a result, the officials said,
American farmers are reaching the
point of being unable to ship other
products.
On the Olympic question, a ranking
administration official declared that
detente with the Soviets is "wounded
and bleeding," and said Deputy
Secretary of State Warren Christopher
found "an increasing tide of opinion"
against holding the summer Games in
Moscow when he consulted European
allies this week.
However, the official, who refused to
be identified, said Christopheictid not
ask the allies to boycott the Olympics
and that in each country, as in the
United States, "there is a strong body of
opinion that believes in the Olympics."
Carter will deliver a speech to
Congress next Wednesday night on his
response to the situations in
Afghanistan and Iran. The speech is the
traditional State of the Union address.
Moslem Rebels Forced To
Retreat To RemoteVillages
By The Associated Press
Soviet troops using helicopter gun-
ships and tanks have forced
Afghanistan's Moslem rebels to retreat
to remote mountain Villages, according
to reports reaching Kabul, the Afghan
capital city.
The Spanish news agency EFE,
reporting from Kabul, said Soviet
helicopters were "controlling"
guerrilla movements in the interior and
near the Pakistani border. The dispatch
was carried in Madrid.
EFE correspondent Jose Luis Vidal
quoted journalists returning from south
Afghanistan near the border with Iran
saying the rebels 
"frightened" by the Soviet armor being
used against them. The journalists, who
were not identified, said the rebels had
no automatic weapolt and had fallen
back to mountain villages hidden in the
snow, EFE said.
The report said the Afghan army was
patrolling Kabul and the only visible
Soviet troops were those seen shopping
in the capital's bazaar.
The EFE report could not be con-
firmed.
Meanwhile, American reporters were
leaving Afganistan today under an
expulsion order from the pro-Soviet
government, and the Soviets were
Lower Gross National Product Rate May
Indicate 1979 Recession Waiting For 1980
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-The recession
that was predicted for 1979 never
materialized as the economy grew by
2.3 percent during the year, the Com-
merce Department reported today.
The economy grew at an annual rate
of 1.4 percent in the fourth quarter last
year.
While a recession was avoided, the
increase in the nation's gross national
product - the total value of all goods
and services produced - was lower in
the last three months of 1979 than had
been expected. This indicates a
recession may actually be coming in
1980.
Another strong performance by
consumers, who increased their pur-
chases in the fourth quarter, kept the
economy on the plus side in the
October-December period.
"Obviously, consumers are carrying
a big part of it here," said one analyst.
However, to maintain purchasing
power in the face of rising inflation,
Americans saved only 3.3 percent of
th4ir Income lw the fourth quartet. at an
annual rate. It was the lowest savings
rate for any threemonth period since
the Korean War in 1950.
A recession is said to occur when
there is negative GNP growth for two
consecutive quarters. The average 2.3
percent growth for the year compared
with 4.4 percent growth in 1978 and 5.3
percent in 1977.
The only negative quarter in 1979 was
the second, when the GNP declined at
-an annual rate of 2.3 percent. The GNP
grew at annual rate of 1.1 percent in the
first quarter and 3.1 percent in the
third.
The Commerce Department also
reported that inflation, as measured by
its broadly based implicit price
deflator, was at an annual rate of 8.7
percent in the fourth quarter and was
8.8 percent fur the entire year. That
compares with inflation of 7.3 percent
In 1978.
The GNP price deflator, .which
measures inflation throughout the
economy, is said to provide the best
measurement of underlying inflation in
the economy.
The consumer price index, by con-
trast, has been showing an inflation
rate of 13 percent at the consumer level
The total GNP for 1979 was $2.368.5
billion, or nearly $2.5 trillion. After
adjusting for the effect of inflation, tile
GNP was $1,431.1 billion. The per-
centage figures on changes in the GNP
are based on the inflation-adjlisted
total.
The Commerce Department said
consumers increased their purchases of
goods and services by 1 percent in the
fourth quarter to an annual rate of
$935.2 billion. Consumer spending rose
16 perkent for the year.
Investment spending decreased in
the fourth quarter, falling nearly 2
percent to $203 billion at an annual rate,
which was a major negative influence
On the GNP.
After a drop in GNP in the second
quarter, even Treasury' Secretary G.
William Miller got on the bandwagon by
proclaiming that the nation was in a
recession.
But then consumers took over. Even
though inflation and taxes were
reducing the buying power of their
income, they managed to maintain
their purchasing power by saving less.
"Growth in the second hall of 1979
came largely from the consumer
sector," said Courtenay Slater, the
Commerce Department's chief
economist, in a statement Jan. 8.
"Since real disposable personal in-
come has not been rising, this growth
could be sustained only through a
'reduction in personal savings. The
savings rate reached an ex-
traordinarily low level by the fourth
quarter," she added. , •
The 1979 savings rate of 4.5 percent
compared with 4.9 percent in 1978 and
was the lowest since 1949, when it was
3.6 percent.
The savings rate fell to 3.3 percent in
November, the lowest since the
Commerce Department began keeping
monthly records in 1959. It may have
declined even further in December, the
figures released Thursday indicated.
The department's 1979 income report
said total personal income increased 12
percent last year and was at an annual
rate in December of $2,022.5 billion, or
slightly more than $2 trillion.
While the 12 percent increase nearly
matched the expected rate of inflation
for the year, it was partially eroded by
a 15.8 percent increase in taxes.
After-tax disposable income, on a per
capita basis, was at an annual rate of
$2,653 in December, up 8.7 percent from
a year earlier, which trailed the rate of
inflation.
In a separate report Thursday, the
Commerce Department said new
housing starts declined 14 percent last
year to 1,742,500, compared with
2,020,300 in 1978.
The drop was largely the result of the
government's action te push up interest
rates as part of its effort to control
inflation, and it had been expected. But
there was a slight Increase In housing
starts in December' They rose 0.3
percent to an annual rate of 1,52'7,000.
reported replacing regular troops with
reservists in their occupation army.
In Pakistan, President Mohammed
Zia ul-Haq derided the reported U.S.
offer of $400 million in aid.
"That is peanuts," Zia told American
reporters in Rawalpindi Thursday
when asked his opinion of President
Carter's reported offer of $200 million in
military equipment and $200 million in
economic aid over the next two years to
offset the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan.
"If this is true - I have not heard it
officially - this is terribly disap-
pointing," Zia continued. "Pakistan
4wia Agit_ buy. Au_ gecurity with, $400,,
million. (That sum) will buy far greater
animosity from the Soviet Union, which
is now more influential In this region
than the United States."
He refused to say how much aid
would satisfy him. But he said he needs
warplanes, antiaircraft missiles, anti-
tank weapons and communications
systems to strengthen defenses along
Pakistan's 1,200-mile western border
with Afghanistan.
Zia also urged upgrading the 1959
U.S.-Pakistan agreement which calls
for consultations in case of attack from
a communist-ruled country.
In Washington, Pentagon sources
said Thursday the Soviet command is
starting to send regular army soldiers
into Afghanistan to replace reservists
who made up a significant part of the
intervention force.
They said the regulars were being
brought in from European Russia and
elsewhere to replace the reservists,
who were on 90-day duty and came
from Central Asian republics near
Afghanistan.
The Pentagon now estimates the
Soviet occupation force, at 72,000 men,
but other estimates run as high as
100,000. The Pentagon sources said the
regulars were being brought in to offset
desertions from the Afghan army in the
northeast part of the country, where
Afghan regulars were reported
defecting to the Moslem guerrillas in
significant numbers.
They said the Afghan army is down to
about half its former estimated
strength of 100,000 men.
Traffic Light To Be
Installed At 641,
121 Intersection
Installation of a traffic light at the
intersection of U.S. 641 and Highway
121 in Calloway County, has been ap-
proved by the Kentucky Department of
Transportation (DOT), according to
Bob Hodges, district engintrei irr
Q -
DOT officials said the light would be
installed as soon as time permits..
All materials, work force and
equipment for the project will be
provided, by the DOT.
a




American children are ab-
ducted every year, but it's not
your ordinary kilinapping
case, says an article in the
February 1 Family Circle
magazine.
Th se ted children are
snatched from one parent by
the other parent; and only one
child out of five is ever
recovered.
Behind the statistics is the
fact that in many cases the
abducting parent is breaking
no law. The Family Circle
article, Which relates the rue
account of a woman whose
estranged husband stripped
their house and took away_
their three children while she
was out, explains that the
Lindbergh Law, the Federal
legislation dealing with kid-
napping, excludes a parent
whoabducts his or her child.
And in cases where parents
are not legally divorced or
separated and where there
isn't as yet a custody decision,
no state law applies.
Arnold Miller, who heads
the Washington, D.C.-based
Children's Rights, Inc. (CRI),
a national organization of
parents searching for their
lost children which was
founded in 1975, says in
Family Circle that the first
step for an abandoned parent
is to locate his or her child, if
that istn fact possible.
Then, says Miller, "it's best
to turn to ,the courts to try to
retrieve the child and oLtain
legal custody. However,
continues Miller, often the
only option a parent has is to
try a reverse snatch, or
snatchback, as it is called
among parents.
Sadly, as CRI points tut in
the magazine, while the
original snatch might not have
broken any law, in getting
their children back, parents
may be forced to break the
law.
While several States in-
cluding Florida and
California, have passed laws
making child-snatching, a
felony, and some 40. states
have adopted-the Uniform
Child Custody jurisdiction Act
meaning they will enforce the
custody ruling of reciprocal
states), the Family Circle
article says that none are of
much help if youngsters can't
be found or when the fleeing
parent settles in a "haven
state" which has no reciprocal
arrangement or "when the
abandoned parent lofts the
figancial resources to fight it
out legally."
Commenting in the
magazine on the efforts of
p. Charles-r: -13ennetref----
Florida and Sen. Malcolm
Wallop of Wyoming to pass
legislation making parental
kidnapping a Federal crime,
CRI's Miller states that such
legislation must cover all
kidnapped children, whether
-ur-not -ther-are subject lo-a -
custody decision, since over 70
percent of the children he's
hoping to help,are abducted
before such a court-ordered
determination is made.
C)uthia Baggett of
Paducah, a music major at
Murray State University, will, s
present her junior piano
recital on the campus on Sun.
day afternoon. Jan. 20.
To begin at 3:30 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
her program will include
"Sonata No. 32 in B Minor" by
Haydn, "Zwei Fthapsodien,
Op. 79" by Brahms,
"Preludes, Vol. I" by
Debussy, and "Allegro Bar-
baro" by Bartok.
Miss Baggett is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William L. Baggett of 632 West
Jefferson in Paducah. Her
recital is in partial fulfillment
of the bachelor • of music
degree.





. Holly Cyphers and David
Peeler, teen-agers from
Henry County, Term., injured
in a New Year's Eve traffic
collision in Murray are
reported in satisfactory
condition in Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah. Both were
scheduled to undergo leg
surgery Jan. 18. Miss Cyphers
is in Room 518, and Peeler in
Room 519. A third teen-ager
injured in the accident. Denisa
Barrett. was discharged from
the Henry County General
Hospital. Paris, Tenn., on Jan
12. Kyle Bennett, another
teen-ager, died Jan. 6 at the
Jackson-Madison County
Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.,




Be Read In May
lliss ilariga llorIzaret Estes
arul Robe-rt Francis Cook
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Estes of Martinsville, Ind., an-
noune the engagement of their daughter, Mariga Margaret,
to Robert Francis Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Cook Of
Roseville, Ill.
Miss Estes is a 1976 graduate of Martinsville High School
and is presently a senior at Murray State University.
Mr. Cook is a 1975 graduate of Roseville High school and a
1979 graduate of Murray State University. He is presently
employed with the Southern States Cooperatives, Incor-
porated, in Mayfield, Ky.
A wedding date has been set for May 31.
Your Individual
Horoscope74,--15012744.   
RAGSDALE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Ragsdale of 1511 Belmonte,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Mary Robyn,
'I weighing seven pounds two
'ounces, measuring ,201,2 in-













29, at 2:56 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another
daughter, Jenny Holly, 8. The
father is employed at Tappan
Company, Murray Division,
and the mother, the former
Cindy Humphreys, is on leave
from the Department for
Human Resources, Bureau for
Social Services, team leader
for Calloway and Marshall
Counties'. . --
Grandparents are Mrs.
Anna Mary Ragsdale and the
late James Albert Ragsdale of
Murray Route 3, and Mr. and
Mrs. D. T. (Buddy) Mum-
phreys of Murray. Great
grandparents #re - Mr. and
Mrs. Golden Ragsdale of
Murray Route 3 and Mrs. J.
W. Coleman of Murray.
DAKOTARENOM
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, JAN! ARV
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)(r4r4
A wonderful day to circulate
and join others in their ac:
tivities. A possible chanO. in
Plans, . but the alternativ,
should please you.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) OW'
You may be in a rush to get
away from business, but if y(,a
stick with it, you'll be pleased
with the results. Aim high
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20) 
The lure of faraway places
makes it difficult for 'you to
19, 1980
dke, but attend to duties
:I;st
cANUER
• .June 21 to July 221
• A , shopping expedition
together furthers , closeness.•
„Partnership rapport easily
:naintained. Avoid an ex-
pensive ItinCheon date., .LEO
tJuly 23 to Aug. 22) 41Z4g
The accent is on doing
things together. If a loved one
has extra duties, why not offer
to help out. Share respon-
sibility.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 147%
You're in the mood to get a
lot of work done. If results are
not quickly forthcoming, take
a break before resuming
work.
'Sept. 23 to Oct-. -221-41r-
HEALTH
Solution to swallowed air
Lawrence E Lamb M D
DEAR DR. LAMB - I've
read several of your columns
about people 'having excess
gas and, as a result, I learned
about my own condition. I've
suffered with this condition
for over two years and had X
_rays and 'cations without
results until a thought caused
me to solve my problem
I was never bothered when
I was away from home so it
had to be something I was
doing when I was home. I
always took my teeth out
(lower plate) when I was
borne. Would you believe that
Seas when T swallowed
had gotten to the place where
I was afraid to eat and lost
needed weight. I've already
2Wzm4.
MCNEARY GIRL
Dr. and Mrs. Paul R.
McNestry of 1513 London
Drive, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl,
Kathryn Marie, weighing
eight pounds one ounce,
measuring 20 inches, born on




daughter, Sarah 2. The father
is an assistant professor in




Aberdeen, South Dakota, and
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester H.•




formerly of Evansville, lad..
wW pregent her senior cello
recital at 'Murray State
University on Sunday after-
noon, Jan. 20.
Scheduled at 2 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arta Center,
the program is open to the
public at no admission charge.
Music will include "Sonata in
G Minor" by Henry Eccles,
"Meditation" by Paul
Hindemith, "Scherzo, Op. 12,
No. 2" by Daniel van Goens,
d th
"Concertino, Opus 26" by C.
M. von" Weber, and "Sonata in
A Minor" by Edward Grieg.
Retchnititn, strie
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William R. Downing of 3300
Rohinhood Drive in
Evansville, will be accom-
pulled by John Houston on the
piano and assisted by Russell
Gross on the clarinet and
Bridgett Gregg on piano.
A music education major,
Mrs. Reichmuth was selected
for "Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities" in
1979-80. She is a member of the
Murray State Symphony Or-
emblem, discussion of the post fun. Try not, though, to scatteir -
Stt P -Any student 15-21 years. of by-laws, and posters are tr, your energies with too many 
an e ud en lena-
age who is interested in a made for the -Slave Da % diverse activities. Avoid in-
career in the health care field project.  dulging in gossip.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22' to Jan. 19)
Get in touch with those at a
distance. Enjoy a shopping
spree and-find something nice
for yourself. Accent quality
over quantity.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20. to Feb. 181 =.
You'll make a good im-
pression on others. However,
keep wild business schemes to
yourself. The p.m. favors
quiet pastims and relaxation.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
You're in the mood for
seclusion and quiet times.
Enjoy privacy, but do save
time for a friend who wishes
your company.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and practical.
. You have leadership abilities
and can be an innovator in
your field. You are more at-
tracted tothe professions than
business, but can succeed at
both. Law, medicine, tire
ministry and government are
some of the fields in which
you'd find happiness. You
have strpng emotions, but if
properly clonneled, they can





Birthdate of: Robert E. Lee,
military leader; Janis Joplin,
rock star; and Paul Cezanne,
artist.
Leisure time activities are
Medi.cal Explorer Post on the t mat.an entertainmen
An unexpected expense
ans Meeting Monday titild a-rise.SCORPIOPl - (Oct. 23 to Nov..21.
Contact an old friend. A full
Medical Explorer Post 803 is invited to attend iir. round of domestic activity
of Murray-Calloway Hospital Explorer Post meeting, a, - tests your-patience momen-
will hold its regular meeting cording to Post president Kin. Wray. However, the p.m.
on Monday, Jan. 21, from 7 - Marrs, . finds you in good shape.
p.m. till 9 p.m. The meeting' The activities for the SAGITTARIUS
---,Aft-be-held in• the..priyate meeting will., include the iNov. 22 to Dec. 21)- _8e14iV
" dining room- of the hospifir ------------------ of . the.--grntrr ---G2dding_about should be_.chestra, the Su-ing Project,cafeteria.
helped one friend with this
knowledge and am back to
normal again. If it hadn't been
for your column. I would nev-
er have known about swallow-
ing air.
DEAR READER - Thank
you fot your. helpful letter and
congratulations on finding out
why you were swallowing air.
Your observation is consistent
with the point that anyone
who has ill-fitting dentures is
apt to be an air swallower. So
good teeth and wearing them
does help prevent the problem
in rnany people.
Because 'of your tWiiglittuli-
ness in expressing this to
other readers. I am sending
you The Health Letter num-
ber 6-8, Controlling Gaseous-
ness. Other *readers who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box. 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.
I hope your thoughtful sug-
gestion will be of use to others
who have the habit of not
wearing their teeth or _who
need dentures or use, improp-
erly fitting dentures.
DEAR DR. LAMB When
I went to have my prescrip-
tion for Colbenemid refilled
the other day, the druggist
told -me about another drug
that's cheaper than what I'm
now taking. Please read the
tag he put .on the bottle. Do
you think this drug is as good
as Colbenemid and can I buy
it over the counter?
DEAR READER - The lit-
7 A9:05 + 2:00Sun.
Murray lives the Jerk! It's not
just funny - its zany,
crazy, wild, way-out -
fun!
STEVE MARTIN
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tie tag you sent me says
"This drug is available in cost
saving generic Please ask us
about it." That means that
your pharmacist ,agave you
exactly the same thedicine as
you've been getting all along
So, of course, it should be just
as effective.
The difference here is the
brand name. I know this ts
confusing to the public but
we've had to put up with it in
non-medical items for a long
time.
To stay out of the medical
area and the problems
common baking soda. You're
probably used to buying - it
with a brand name but its gen-
eric name, meaning its chenu
cal name, should be sodium
bicarbonate. Buying sodium
bicarbonate might be cheaper
thati-buying one of the brand
names of baking soda.
Aspirin is sold under differ-
ent brand names but it's all
acetylsalicylic acid. The
exceptions to this are aspirin
preparations that have had
other chemicals added to
them, such as antacids for
buffering . action. Everyone,
including professional people,
is so used to calling it aspirin
that you never hear doctors
say take two acetylsalicylic
acid tablets and call me in the
morning. And if they did, the
patients would probably say,
"What?"
In any case, don't worry
about the medicine your phar-
macist gave you. It's the same
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meal just like it





• Chicken Fried Steak-
DOUBLE FEATURE
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Your Meal Friend's Meal
• Steak'n Stuff
• Chopped Steak $2.49
• 
•






































All-You-Can-Eat SOUP 'N SALAD BAR, just 99t with
each meal.
Our Quality Will Keep You Comin' Back.


































































Mr. & Mrs. Pool
Married 61 Years
Saturday, Jan. 19, 1988, will be a special day for Mr. and
Mrs. Aussie eool of 1620 Catalina, Murray. That will be their
61st wedding anniversary. No formal celebration is planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Pool were married on that date in 1919 at the
Henry County Courthouse at Paris, Tenn., with Justice of the
Peace Snow officiating. Their attendants were Ernest
Waters and Nova Andrus, now Nova Cohoon.
Mrs. Pool, the former Autumn Stone, is the daughter of the
-tate-George-Stone and LoraDraffen Stone of Calloway-Coun-
ty. Mr. Pool was born in Trigg County being the son of the
late Steve Pool and -Nannie Curtis Pool, but the-family moved
to Calloway County when he was four years of age.
The Murray couple resided at their farm home between
Penny and Kirksey until 1942 when the family moved to
cal Detroit, Mich. They returned to Murray in 1952 and resided
ms here until the fall of 1954 when they returned to the Detroit
fre After their retirement Mr. and Mrs. Pool moved to their
present home in September 1275. They are members.uf the
Grace Baptist Church, 617 South Ninth Street, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Pool have one daughter, Mrs. Bill -(Doris
Collins of Troy, Mich.; three sons-S. G. Pool, Clearwater,
Fla., and Wade Linn Pool and James Pool, both of Royal Oak,
Mich:: eight grandchildren; four great grandchildren.
Mrs. Graves Leads Program
•
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church met Tuesday, Jan. 7,
at 9:30 a.m. in the home of
Mrs. James Diuguid ,
ehalrman, who opened the
meeting with prayer.
Mrs. W. B. Graves was in
charge of program on the
Week of Prayer and Self
Denial and she closed with
prayer. All members read
scripture and a special
collection was taken for the
Week of Prayer and Self
Denial fund. ,
Members present were
Mesdames G. C. Ashcraft,
Jack Bailey, Max Brandon,
James Diuguid, H. G. Dunn,'
W. B. Graves, Conrad Jones,
C.- C. Lowry, and Harry
Sparks.'
EGG (gil YOUR FACE
This soa3 substitute for dry
skin nourishes as it cleanses.
Mix together one beaten egg
yolk and one tablespoon
glycerine. Pat on your, face,
let dry, then rinSe with warm
wilier.
'FERN TERRACE. LODGE
MS STAMM" VSIIIII IINISVC • .• 14C11t IN-P1011 SWII•11•. litONTWCM • WM
Fern Terrace Gayzette
La Verne Tapp, Editor
We are 'recuperating from all of our holiday par-
ties and treats and getting settled down for another
year. We enjoyed all our visitors and many friends
who where at the Resident Christmas Party.
We,want to thank each group who came to Fern
Terrace during December, to bring cheer and good
wishes to the residents. We also want to thank our
-Santa Claus" (and we won't tell you who he was)
and the Jazz Trio who entertained us at the Christ-
mas Party. Marie Taylor, Chuck Simmons, Don Story
ind Mr. Reed and a young lady from IR who had a
beautiful voice, were the ones who gave us this
wonderful entertainment that evening.
We also want to thank all our merchants in
Murray who made it possible for our residents to
have a wonderful Christmas with gifts. I'm sure all of
you will be rewarded in a special way. To. see so
many smiles at Christmas is always such 'a joy to
me.
We want to-wish a Happy Birthday to Tencil Tur-
- 
Robert Key.
We want to wish a Speedy Recovery to Cyrene
Hall, Ruth Lassiter, Ruby Forrester, Irene Bivins and
Charles Farris, who are all patients at Murray
Hospital. We want to welcome to our Fern Terrace
family Mr. Connie Mills and Mrs. Grace Jeffrey.
We at Fern Terrace want to wish all of you a
belated Happy New Year and we are all looking for-
ward to your visits to Fern Terrace this year.
If you are living alone and want to spend the win-
ter with us, contact Mrs. Tapp, adm. or Mrs. West,
"asst. adm. at 753-7109 anytime from 9-5 daily for in-
formation. We are always happy for you to call or
come visit us.
Again Happ% New Year to all of you from the
1----resident4 and staff at Fern Terrace.
MRS. LYN CRYSLER, past president of the Murray Art Guild, demonstrates the art of
painting with a palette knife for Murray High School Art Students. As part of a unit on pain-
ting, the students of Mrs. Betty Scott have experimented with a satiety of media including
tempera, water color, oil crayons, Encaustic, dye and polymer emulsion. In the photo are
from left, Mrs. Crysler, Greg Latta, Robyn Ray, Sheila Sullivan, and Edwina Key (back to
camera)
1DeakAtibt
By Abigail Van Buren
Fears the Grind
Of a Rumor Mill
-DEAR-ABBY: My fiance (27) and I (25) disagree on
something and have decided to abide by your decision.
I am a junior high school teacher in a community of less
than 1,000 people, and I live in another small town near
where I teach. The students inn both towns communicate
with each other.
My boyfriend lives about 75 miles from where I live. On
weekends he would like to sleep at my apartment. We syould
sleep in separate rooms, and everything would be strictly on
the up and up because I am saving myself for marriage. I
should mention that he-has trouble stlyingsawake when he
drives home, and-has often had to stop to sleep.
I say I cannot let him stay at my apartment because
someone would see his car and say something to my
students, and they would not understand. He says it
shouldn't matter since we sleep in separate rooms.
I trust him, but •I don't want to listen to any off-color
remarks. We plan on getting married next summer.
• SCHOOL TEA
CHER'S. REPUTATION
DEAR REPUTATION: Feeling as you do about your
reputation, you're wise to "avoid the appearance of evil" by
sending your. fiance home on weekends.
'DEAR.ABBY:' I am being married soon in my home town.
I'm planning a rather intimate. wedding with only relatives
and a few close friends. My problem is my father. He wants
me to invite, his girlfriend, Sandy. She's my age, and the
cause of my parents' divorce. I don't. particularly care for
Sandy and I know that my Mom would be terribly upset if
she came. All ,the relatives know about the situation and
they would feel uncomfortable, too.
I have already told my father that I didn't think it would
be appropriate for him to bring Sandy and he told me if she
wasn't welcome, he wouldn't come either.
I want my father at my wedding, but if he brings Sandy it
will spoil the day for me.
What should I do?
COLOR ME BLUE
DEAR BLUE: Let your father know that you want him at
your wedding, but you don't want Sandy. If be refuses to
• FLEMING BOY
Mr. and Mrs. John K.
Fleming of 706 Elm Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, -Patrick Ian,
weighing nine pounds 121/
ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Tuesday, Dec. 5, at
4:37 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have a daughter,
Bridgette, 5, and another son,
Jesse, 3. The father is a
teacher of biology at Hickman
County High.School, Clinton,
and the mother is a tepcher in
the nursing departthent at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Margaret Fleming of Mid-
dletown; N.- J., _Mrs. Shirley
Dumstorf of Louisville and
Gerard Dumstorf of Jef-
fersonville, Ind.. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Peach
Dtunstorf of Louisville and




Roger Parrish, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Parrish of
Dexter Route 1, underwenthis
eighth surgery on Jan. 11 since
his accident on April 21, 1979,
at Doylestown, Pa. He is a
patient in Room 510, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, Ky. 42001.
DEAR ABBY: Is it possible for love to make a person ill? I
mean physically sick? I fell in love last year for he first
time in my life. Abby, this man is everything I've ever
dreamed of, but ever since we met I've been getting the
Worst headaches! They're not just ordinary headaches -
they're migraines, and they are so severe they make me
want to die!
Maybe it's just a coincidence: but I never had headaches
until I fell in love.
I've been to three doctors, and none of them could find
anything wrong with me. Do you think love could-have
something to do with it? And where do I go from here?
IN LOVE AND IN PAIN
DEAR IN: Love is an emotion, and a very powerful one.
It's possible to get headaches from something that's on your
mind. Examine your relationship with this man. Is there any





With A Professional Portrait
By Wells Studio:
Call For An Appointment Today.










Members of the Murray
High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America who are working on
their junior degrees filet at the
home of Stacey Fulton, 1216
Dogwood Drive, - on Wed-
nesday, Jan. 16, from 3 to
p.m.
Refreshments of cookies,
potato chipi, and Cokes were
served by thecommittee.
. Mary. Morris, chapter
president, Mrs. Lucy Lilly,
advisor, and the Degree
Committee composed of
Stacey Fulton, chairman,
Susan Crass, Shari Crafton,
Carol Dick and Catherine Dick
helped the members on their
degrees. Lynne Loberger.
historian, took pictures.
Students who worked orr
their junior degrees were
Missi Emerson, Denise
EVersmeyer, Teresa . Ford,
Leigh Harmon, 'Mona
• Hashemi, Gail Horn, Lauri
Lovett, Kelley Lovins, Laura
McConnell, Sherry Newsome,
Kim Oles, Melanie 'Roos,




Twin Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of West Kentucky- will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Community
rooni of the North Branch of
Peoples Bank with Jack and




will play the Calloway County
High School Lakers in a
basketball game at 6:30 p.m.
at the Murray State
University Sports Arena.
• Saturday, .ran. 19
Opera, "Rigoletto" by Verdi
*tlbebrnadastpvcrW1Mg-
FM yadio-, Murray State
Univehlty, starting at 12:30
pm.
Scottish Rite from Mem-
phis, Tenn., will present the
play, "Rose On-The Altar" at
Cottage Grove School at 7 p.m.
Supper will be served at 6 p.m.
and all Master Masons are
invited.
Farewell luncheon for Dean
Donald B. Hunter will be held
at the Student Center, Murray
State University, at 12 noon.
For reservations call 762-3817
by Friday noon.
Square and rounding
dancing will be held at 7:30
p.m. at the Woodmen of the
. World Hall.
Chapter M of PEO
Sisterhood will have a 12 noon
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
John E. O'Brien, Allen Dale
Drive, Murray, with Mrs.
James Parker as chairman of
the observance of Founders
.Day.
Murray ,State . basketball
will feature the Lady Racers
at 5:15 p.m_ and the Men
Racers at 7:30 p.m., ..both
against Middle Tennessee
State University, at the MSU
Sports Arena.
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavvillion, College Farm
Road. This is a support group
for families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
Sunday, Jan. IS
Special Day of the Month
Program will, be held at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church
at 3 p.m. with the Rev.
Richard Drew as speaker.
Senior cello recital by
Jennifer Downing Reiclunuth,
Murray', will be held at 2 p.m.
in the Recital Hall of the Fine
Arts Annex, Murray-- Stile
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Cindy Baggett, Paducah,
will present her senior voice
recital at 3:30 p.m. in the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
----141=r8Y st Lining:4f Ilia
is free and open to the public.
Carolyn Circle of Hazel
United Methodist Church will
meet at the home of Muton
Hart at 7 p.m.
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at , 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Restaurant.
Monday, Jan. 21
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at Big Jbe's
Restaurant, Highway 121
North, at 7:30 p.m.
Boating Skills _ and
Seamanship Course will be
offered by the Murray-Flotilla
of the U. S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary starting at 7 p.m. in





will meet at the home of Helen
Cole at 1 p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will meet at 7 p.m.
at the University Branch of
the Bank of Murray.
Medical Explorer Post 803
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet from 7 to 9
p.m. in the private dining
room of the hospital cafeteria.
This is open to any student, 15
to 21, who is interested in a
career in health care field.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with Gilbert Sears as
speaker.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
-meet at 7:30 p.m.at the lodge
hall.
' Monday, Jan. 21
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. Forin-
formation'call 759-1792
•
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray. For in-
formation call 753-6333.
-Singles th.lnietrd *,11 ,aek t
at 7 p.m. at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Chirch. This is open- to all'
persons over 18 years of agi
who are single due to death.
divorce, or never having been
married.
Ladies Br5ershop Har-
mony Group will meet at
p.m. at the First Christian_
Church Educational Building
This is open to all interested
women and persons do not
have to be able to read music.
Murray High School Tr-
Alpha will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Exhibits in textile arts and
sculpture from Southern
Illinois University, Car-
bondale, Ill., will be on display
through Feb. 3 at the Clara
Eagle Gallery, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public. ,
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with lunch to be served at
11:45 a.m.
Meals for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly will
be served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Community Center.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
" of First Baptist Church will
meet with Linda Wright at 9
a.m.
Need Line 'Board of
Directors will meet at 12 noon
at Pagliai's. All board
members are urged to attend




Citizens is scheduled to meet
at 7130 p.m. at the __Skesial
Education Building, Murray
State University.
Buy the first gallon of Spred Latex Flat at our regular
price and get the second gallon of the same paint for
only
Black's Decorating Center
OPEN MON.-FRI. 7 til 5, Sat. 8-12 41, 101 S. 
4th Murray
•







Our Lord attended a feast of the Jews
in Jerusalem, knowing that the event
would afford Him numerous op-
portunities for doing much good to
of thciSe In-attendance.
I The Pool. •
• By the sheep market was a pool
called Bethesda, meaning "the house of
mercy." When the wzters bubbled up
intermittently they were reputed to
contain elements of a medicinal and
curative nature for the one who entered
the pool first after the troubling of the
waters.
II. The Patients.
The roofs of the five porches around
the pool protected the sick folk from the
rays of the sun and from the rain while
they were awaiting the moving of the
waters. On the Sabbath that Christ
visited Bethesda a motley gathering of
sick and afflicted people were
assembled along the five porches. In
that crowd were the blind, feeble,
debilitated, lame, and withered, many
of whom were helpless. Those invalids,
who were so anxious to get rid of their
maladies, gazed at the waters, and
each time they bubbled a flash of hope
came to them.
Among those who thronged the
porches was a man who had suffered
from a disabling infirmity, for thirty-
eight years. This pathetic figure, lying
there within sight of sthe pool, suffered
the twofold agony of being unable to
Washington Today
reach it in time, and then seeing others,
far less needy, snatch the boon of
healing from before his eyes. He had
waited so long that he was almost in the
grip of despair.
-- 111. the Physician,: • - - • -
Ever the incarnation of mercy,.
Christ, the Great Physician, went bathe
place where this patient and numerous
others were in order that He might
bless them. He always went to the
' places where hearts were aching and
breaking. Regardless of whether
human suffering was physical, mental
or spiritual, Christ delighted to
alleviate suffering, restore health, and
present salvation to the needy.
Knowing his condition and cir-
cumstances, Christ asked the man if he
would really like to be made well.
Willingness to be cured was an
essential to his recovery. When he
signified his willingness and desire to
be healed, Christ challenged the man's
faith, saying, "Rise, take up thy bed
and walk." Because Christ's command
is His enablement, this afflicted man
was cured immediately, in-
stantaneously, completely, and per-
manently, and he took up his bed and
walked.
IV. The Persecution.
When the Jews saw the man carrying
his bed on the Sabbath they objected,
and sought to discover who had healed
him. As soon as the man's Physician
was identified, the Jews persecuted the
Saviour and tried to slay Him.
AN AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
Still A Problem
WASHINGTON (AP) — All the ex-
pert testimony that can be mustered
about tidal currents off Chap-
pa uiddick Island is not going to
change the political undertow on Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy's campaign for
the White House.
For Chappaquiddic.k is a problem,
and an issue, that won't go away.
In, a presidential campaign,
oceanographers and admiralty lawyers
don't count nearly as much as voters.
And the last thing the Kennedy cam-
paign needs right now is a new wave of
reminders of the accident that killed
Mary Jo Kopechne a decade ago.
Two teams of investigators now say
they have unearthed information
casting doubt on Kennedy's account of
the accident. The reports were
published by the Washington Star and
,the .Reader's Digest, prompting the
Kiririedy- öañi±itl1 tb piesefttfts
own experts in support of his aceOunt.
The Massachusetts senator appeared
with them Tuesday and said a report
challenging his testimony about the
tidal current he faced in swimming
away from Chappaquiddick after the
accident "is wrong, is wrong, is dead
wrong."
Kennedy insisted, as he always has,
that his is the true account of what
happened when his car plunged from a
narrow island bridge and Miss
Kopectuie drowned. Kennedy said that
after futile attempts to rescue her, he
swam back to Edgartown and battled a
current that threatened to sweep him
out to sea.
The new report's said that the current
actually would have pushed Kennedy in
the opposite direction.
The Reader's Digest also said that
Kennedy was driving faster than he
testified to when the car went off the
bridge.
Denying it, Kennedy said nothing new
can come out "because the way I
testified is the way it happened." He
said he knew it was going to be a
campaign issue, and added it would
have made no sense for him to run if
there were "hidden facts, or if the
tragedy haripened other than the way I
testified."
But it doesn't take new facts to make
the accident a problem for the senator,
who wants to be president.
The woman died in his car. He left the
scene of the accident and didn't report
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it until the next day. He pleaded guilty
to leaving the scene, and got a two-
month suspended sentence and a year's
probation. He said afterward that he
had panicked and behaved irrespon-
siWy, but that he had suffered shock
and a concussion in the accident.
The new challenges come as Kennedy
prepares to face the voters for the first
time as a presidential candidate. It is
impossible to foretell the impact of the
rekindled Chappaquiddick controversy
on the Iowa Democratic caucuses
Monday night. But it certainly won't
help Kennedy.
111EARTLINE 
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. U
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartlizie, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies afil
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 78 years old. I
write poetry. I have been writing poetry
for 52 years. I never thought about
















A terse message from the War Department to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert 0. Cook of • the county announced the death of their son,
Parvin Cook, on June 28, 1944, in Myitkyina, Burma. His Nk
.also received the news at the Murray Hosiery Mill July 26. NO1,
,
explained she had been in distress by not receiving a letter from
him for some time.
Tech. 'Sgt. James D. Enoch, wounded in action March 10, 14-14.
in Italy, died from the injuries at an army hospital, according to
his father, Mr. Gus Enoch, a resident of the Lynn. Grove community.-
Pfc. Milburn R. Wrye made the supreme sacrifice for his
country in the invasion of Saipan, Marianna Islands, Southwest
Pacific, on July 12, 1944, according to a message received by his
mother, Mrs. Frances Wrye of Murray, Rt. 3, on August 5.
Pvt. Rufus Randall Griffin, son of Mr, and Mrs. Solon Griffin
of Dexter, Rt. 1, an invasion paratrooper, died from wounds he
received in action June 23 in France. The parents received the
Purple Heart, awarded posthumously, the week of Aug. 24, 1944. •
Billy Ray Akins, former resident of Gibbs Store neighborhood
in the southwest section of the county, was killed in action while'l
serving in the infantry forces July 27, 1944. He was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Atkins.
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Harrison, grandparents of S. Sgt. Max
Guthrie of Highland Park, Mich., was informed that the airman
was missing in action flying a Southern European mission. The
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard (Artie) Guthrie, later told the
Harrisons that their grandson had been officially declared killed
in action in July, 1944.
Pvt. Coy H. Darnell, 24 years old, was killed in action in France
on Aug. 1, 1944, according to a message received here by his wife
and„father, Rex Darnell, a veteran of World War I. Pvt. Darnell
had been overseas only a month before his death. At the time of
induction he was .a model employee of the Murray Democrat Pub-
lishing Co.
M. and Mrs. C. 0. White of Murray were gladdened with the
belated informatioqk August 24 that their son, Lieut. C. Oteen
White, was a prisoner of war after being missing ir, .action in an-
air battle Apra 13,-1-Q" 1-441 was a bunilry,payiaator. - •
Pvt. Henry Clay Garland, 19 year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clay Garland of New Concord, was killed in action in France
July 10, 1944, according to information from the War Department.
He was assigned to a medical corps detachment.
To Be Continued
I saw an ad in a magazine that said this
company was looking for new writing
talent, especially poetry. I am afraid
my vanity got the best of me and I sent
them a manuscript of 100 of my poems.
I foolishly sat around for 10 days
wondering and worrying that maybe I
shod have had my work copyrighted
before I sent it.
But my work wasn't stolen; quite to
the contrary. They wrote me back and
said they wanted to publish a book of
my poetry and that they needed 8500 to
get everything started. Visions of fame
fleeted across my eyes and I sent the
money. Less than two months later, I
received a box of cheaply bound books
with my name on the cover.
However, it is.quite evident now that
this company never had any intention
of really publishing and promoting my
book. They simply printed 50 of them.
They even had 'enough nerve to write
me again asking me if I wanted a
thousand more. I am sure there are
others that have been duped as I have
been, and there will probably be more. I
think this merits mention in your
column, so others will be warned. —
E.E.
Subsidized book publishing has its
place and purpose — we do not mean to
imply that it does not. Many books
which contain subject material of
limited or special interest could not
otherwise be printed. The chicanery
creeps in when the publisher un-
derstates the true nature of his or her
business. The so-called "vanity"
publishers also exact fees from older
people. Older Americans who have
nursed an idea to publish a book, or
wish to have someone else's hook.
published, could be caught in this trap.
The "vanity" press will publish
book for a price. Often, they do not
inform the person that he or she-will be
paying -1%—r•cuthing the- hey* plua_ _
profit to the publisher. They also do not
mention that they will not be doing any
promoting or distributing of the book.
Many people are hooked on the idea
that the book will become a best seller.
One way to find out if the book has
merit it to send it to several reputable
publishers and get their reaction.
Business Mirror
HEARTLINE : I am 66 years old and
retired. I recently purchased a three-
acre lot in Florida with the intention to
put a large, double-wide mobile home
on it. I realize that this will undoubtedly
make me look very foolish, but I failed
to even consider zoning regulation on
the property that 1,, bought. Now, after
having made a non-refundable deposit
on the mobile home, I find that zoning
will not 'permit me to place the mobile
home on my land. It would cost me
$50,000 or $60,000 to build a conventional
house with the same square footage and
storage space available in the $28,000
double-wide that we want.
I can understand neighbors not
wanting a dumpy, old-fashioned-type
mobile home sitting in their neigh-
borhood, but there is no logic to
disallowing these modern mobile
homes. The mobile home we want is
better looking than some of the little
crackerbox frame houses up and down
the road where our land is located. You
keep reading about people wanting and
needing affordable housing. In my
opinion, these new mobile homes are
the answer, but these stupid, old-
fashioned zoning laws discourage
mobile home buying. Any comments?
— B.W.
We agree that in many cases, an-
tiquated zoning laws should be
changed. So does Walter L. Benning,
president of the Manufactured Housing
Institute.
Benning said, "If local governments
are serious about providing affordable
housing to their communities, then they
should enact zoning regulations that
treat today's mobile-manufactured
home the same as any site-built home."
A recent study by Heartline proves
that most zoning regulations fail to
recognize the dramatic changes that
,._haye peep., made. within the mobile-
manufactured -home ih-dustil. 5fotiffe
homes are made in factories by craft-
smen. They are safe, durable and,
according Co Mr. Benning, are the only
homes which meet a national con-
struction -and safety code established





NEWYORK (AP) — To whom do you
turn for financial advice these days?
Who can you believe at times like
these when the future, which we once
idylically believed was out there
waiting for us — bright, shiney and
beckoning — now disappears into a
dark economic fog?
With world economics undergoing
basic changes, with inflation beyond
the control and maybe the un-
derstanding of authorities, with energy
availability so unpredictable, where de
you turn for direction?
Judging from some of the popular
sellers among books, many people turn
to volumes with intriguing titles that
give the reader an extreme choice
between preparing for disaster or
gearing up for success.
You are advised to get out of real
estate by English and Cardiff in "The
Coming Real Estate Collapse," and
exhorted to buy it by Jake Ebach in
"How To Become a Millionaire — Even
in Today's Economy."
The success of Howard Ruff's best
miler probably results in part from the
doe, "How To Prosper During the
Coming Bad Years," which scares
readers and then tells them they can to
do something about it,
Ashby Bladen utilizes the Barrie
sJia‘1111- 1.1 - . frt.
—cope With The Developing "Financial
crisis," now being promoted as a
forecast of impending disaster from
which you poSsibly might escape.
The question in many works is
whether the authors have utilized more
emotion and conviction than analysis,
OP
and in some productions the question
gets raised of whether or not they are
simply exploiting fear.
In some, what are hailed as
courageous forecasts are mere
recitations of what already has oc-
curred or what obviously can occur.
"Prediction," says the ad-
vertisement for Bladen's book. "A
major run on the dollar could begin any
time." To which many people might
reply: "Hasn't it already occurred?"
"Prediction," it continues, "Long-
term interest rates, including mortgage
rates, could jump by 3 or 4 percentage
points to 14 percent or even higher."
Well, haven't they? Isn't that history?
"Prediction," the advertisement
reads, "Oil prices will soon rise again
— and OPEC and other US. creditors
could soon begin dictating U.S.
economy policy." Some Would say it's
happening now.
"Prediction: Soaring personal,
business, and governnment debt will
cause a wave of private, corporate, and
municipal bankruptcies." Hardly a
forecast. Personal bankruptices
already are up. Chrysler had to beg
Washington for help. So did New York
City. Officials are wary of the finandal
condition of some banks too. It's all on
record.
Unah ote future so•muCh a question
mark, the atmosphere is conducive to
the exclamation mark. You can be
shocked or you can be cheered — and to
be fair, you can also pick up some
useful tips from these and-other books




Army First Lt. Carroll R. Rich
received the Bronze Star Medal while
serving at Tay Ninh, Vietnam.
Gingles Wallis, owner of Wallis
Drugs, Murray, a member of the
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy, directed
examinations on "Practical, Phar-
macy" at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, while attending the board
meeting there.
Two rooms on the second floct of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital have
been converted into a two bed cardiac
care unit, according to,. 6. Stanley
Huffman who will be the Physician
Director of the unit.
Deaths reported include Tancel
Walter C9bb,,76.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds lost to Kansas 64 to 62 in
a basketball game last night.
20 Years Ago
A new high in price was 'reached on
the Murray Tobacco Market today
when a Calloway County farmer, Owen
Henson Hale, sold four baskets of dark
fired leaf at $60 per hundred weight.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
reported that the average annual use of
electricity by residential consumers of
TVA power reached a record high of
8100 kilowatt hours in the calendar year
1959. This is, more than twice the
national average of 3550 kwh.
The Dees Bank of Hazel lists assets at
$960,054.79 for the period ending Dec.
31, 1959, in its published statement.
Miss Martha Stagner and Mrs. Obera
Stegner of Murray are pictured on the
deck of the SS Yarmouth while on a
cruise to Nassau.
Juanita Collins, Nita Emerson and
Peggy McCord had high individual
three games in bowling in the Last
Knighters League at Corvette Lanes.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds beat the Western Hilltoppers 87 to
72 in a basketball game with O'Ftiordan
high for Murray with 24 points and
Rascoe for Western with 17.
30 Years Ago
The newly formed rescue squad here
has received the first of its equipment,
according to Fire Chief William
Spencer who said that 19 drags recently
used in operations on Kentucky Lake
have been turned over to the squad.
The First District Kentucky Congress
of Parent-Teacher Association and the
First District Education Association
will have a special meeting here on Jan.
21 in the Murray State College
auditorium to discuss ways to get the
Kentucky General Assembly to provide
additional funds for the schools.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Yates on Jan. 12, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Norsworthy on Jan.
13, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Workman on Jan. 13.
James M. Lassiter, attorney, will
speak on "Legal Problems" at the
meeting of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds beat Tennessee Tech in a
basketball game at Cookeville, Tenn.
Stanford was high scorer for Murray.
Wwing at the Varsity Theatre is 
"Too Late For tears" "starring
Lizabeth Scott, Don DeFore and Dan
Duryear. "Football Highlights of 1949"
will also be shown.
Bibb, Thought
"And Jesus taught, saying unto
them, Is it not written, My house
shall be called of all nations the
house of prayert but ye have made it
a den of thieves." Mark 11:17
Is your huI(h knov‘ri tor II, prd‘er
meenng, or or, the sun( r‘s 01 ds
bazaars and ri -*Image,
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. 18, the 18th day
of 1980. There are 348 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 18, 1778, English explorer
Captain James Cook discovered the
Hawaiian islands.
On this date:
In 1782, Daniel Webster was born.
In 1919, the World War I peace con-
ference opened in Versailles.
In 1943, Russia announced that it had
broken the long siege of Leningrad by
Germans. On the same day, Nazi
Germany resumed air attacks on
London.
In 1976, France expelled at lea.41 40
Soviet officials, charging they had
worked as spies.
In 1978, the Mideast peace talks in
Jerusalem abruptly broke off as
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat.or-
deed his foreign minister home.
Ten yeats ago, Mormon Church
President David McKay died.
Five years ago, China's government
announced that the National People's
Congress had endorsed the role of
Premier Chou En-Lai.
One year ago, Iran's new prime
minister, 'former opposition leader
Shapour talthtlar, warned that con-
-Untied chaos would lead Iran to "a new
type of dictatorship."
Today's birthdays: Cary Grant is 76.
Muhammed All is 38. Danny Kaye is 67.
Thoughtfor today: Eat to live, and do
not live to eat — Benjamin Franklin
(1706-1790)
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th* & Main - Murray, Ky.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed Co.
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Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer





641 North Hwy. - 753-9002
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.





'It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef end Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101
Tabers Body
Shipp, Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday-
ril














Murray's Most Complete Department Mere
ROSES 753-7175
Cot liments of
D & W Auto Supply
"We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material
512 S.12til 753-4563
t ilizza•Pasta•Candwiches 4iPrt ., 12th & Chestnut, 759-4646PIZZA HUT















Evening Worship 6.30 pm.
EMIUMIEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 .00 am.
Evening Worship 630p.m.
FIRST "MIST


















Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 1045 a.m.






Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
MOURIAL MIST
Morning Worship 10:50 am.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.





Evening Worship 6:45 pm.
IMENIT ISSUES
Morning Worship 11.00am
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
am MOVE BAPTIST




Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
SOW NIUE
Morning Worship 11.00 am.
Evening Worship „. 6:45 p.m.
OWENS NUM
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 5 30 p.m.8r6 : 00 p.m.
WONT SORES FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Worship 11:00 am
LONE OAK MUMMY(













Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00pm
CNESTIWT STREET GENERAL
Sunday School 10 00a m
Morning Worship 11.00 a .m
LEDIETTEN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Preaching 11:00a.m .&6: 00p.m








11 00 a m
5 30 p.m.









U. MINN BAPTIST WHO
Morning Worship 10.45 a.m.



















MIN OF JESOS CUBIST
OF UTTER BAT SMITS
Woodman of World Bldg.
Swiday School 10.45 am.
Evening Service 4:30p.m.
ST. WI CATINILIG OWN
















Sabbath School Sat. 10:39 am.






One of the *Lags dui raw.. the greatest taalsopplams is life is the human
whirr to limes to others 11 i.ctlier it be a spouse, • busifteas associate or your
owe ehlarea-lhgelnur lose •if-the moot unportas-M-ffirso you ram do. Indeed.
there are prefeemiestels who. mutt fume:Um is Timmins. People pay large sums
of mosey foe this service
It may mot be may but can cullas me this important art. Leant to listen
not osjy for the words of valicra but also for the under!) log feeling of those




Worship Services 10:45 a.m.,6:00 p.m.
' MURRAY 01515110 FELLOWSNIP
Worship 10:30 a.m.







Morning Worship 10:30 am.
Evening Worship 6:00 p m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study 10:00a.m.
Worship Ser. 10:45 a.m. Sr 6:00p.m.
Wed. Worship 7:30 p.m.
VU$71111111RAT
Morning Worship 10:50 a .m. •
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
omen GROVE















Morning Sertice 1050 a.m.
kyring Worship 600p.m. 
ittusr BALLET
Morning Worship 1100a.m.











NAM. =Nee OF =MST
Bible Study 10 00
A.M. Worship • 10 50







UNMET CIVICS OF CUBIST
Sunday School 10:00 a .m.
Morning Worship, 10:50 a .m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
I Sunday & Wednesdays
ALIN
Bible Study - • 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship - 6:00p.m.
IIIMANATNA CURISTIAN FELLOWSNIP
200 N 15th St.
Services
Monday & Thursday 7 30 p
TRINITY IMINISTIAN CENTER
18th at Calloway
Sunday School 10:00 asiL Church School





Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Neating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE TIMM KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 7534181
Compliments
Paschall Truck Lines
Rt 4 Murray, Ky. 753-1717
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Seal s, Gen. Manager
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Car1ia10 Counties in'
Ky. and Henry Co., Tenn..
753-V51 or 247-43511 
NAZARENE
MURRAY CIVICS





LOCUST OPE MUCCI -
Morning Worship 1100a.m.
Sunday School 11116 10:00a.m.
Evening Worship 5:10 p.m.





Worship Servi ce 11:00a.m.
POSTS PLEASANT UWE











Church Sch,.• I 930 a m







Worship Services 11:00 a .m, 6:00 p.m.
CALVARY YOKE
Worship Services 11:00 arn-77730









EMT" APOSTOLIC MOROI - -
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Services 10.00-11. 00a .m., 7 :00 p.m.






SundaylVorship 10:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 7:000.m.
METHODIST
FIRST METHODIST
Worship 845 & 10:50a.m.
NAZEL SINTER UCTISIIST
Worship 1000 a .m





*v.v. ....v.v. Irm_ r
ro





MARTI N'S, COMPEL UNITE.
Worship Service 9:30 a.m.





Sunday School 10.00 a.m.






Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 10100 a.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10:00 a .m lst & 2rid Sunday, 11:00
a.m. 3rd & 4th Sunday.,
TEMPLE NULL MUTED
Morning Worship 10:00a.m.
Sunday School 1100 a .m




Worship Service - 9.45 a m
Church School 10:45 a.m.
COSMO' METMODIST
Church School 10:00a.m
Worship Semi ce 11:00a.m.
Evening Services Worship 6:30 p.m.
COLE'S CHIPIROONO
Worship Service 10 : 00 a .m.
DEXTER-KARON UNITES
Sunda) School 10.00am.
Worship 11 -00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
.11411114- , 
Worship Service 1000 a.m. 1st Sunday &
11:00 am. 3rd Sunday; Sunday School
11:00 a.m. 1st Sunday' 10:00a.m. 2nd,
3rd & 4th Sunday
osann.
Worship Service lo:00 a .m. 2nd Sunday:
11.00 am.4th Sunday. Sunday Z^hool







Simday School 10:30 a.m.
1st & 3rd Stuiday Night 6:00p.m.
slurs IMAM UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a .m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
















West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
WE DELIVER









Servile You lace 1197'
Blue Grasa-Nardisare










Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
Hwy. 641 South 753-5986
Hutchins Body Shop
Billy Hutchins-Manager
Free Estimates-All Work Guaranteed
Dixieland Shopping Ctr. 753-6029
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky. 492-9785
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Ready Nis Concrete
East Main Street 753-3540
FORD I Parker
;m Ford Inc.
Come/ ac70 -Main 751-5271
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices For Corti,
Wheat & Soybeans
IlsImml NT. Gem- MY. NMI 753-5220
1311gicitand Dialg3Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
15% Discount Cash & Carry
on Prescriptions
109 So. 4th St, 753-1462
Byron 's Discount Pharmacy






Specializing in Plate Lunches
and Catfish Dinners
So. 12th St. I Reside Bank of Murray Bran: h
Joe's Family Restaurant
2. Open 7 Days a Week Until 9 p.m.
"Visit Us After Church This Sunday"
Open For Breakfast
1906 Coldwater Rd. 759-1869
D.& T Warehouse Foods
Lowest Groceries in Town
"Closed On Sunday-To Better


















South 12th St.753-5005Center - Murray
Rib Shack
Specializing in Bar-B-Que Pork & Ribs Country Style
- Cooking Homemade Pies, Soup & Chili
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK







JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Marrs" Servises Cellevrey, Graves






Yea lriasrs-11144seviie Rutledge Funeral Home
-Serving Murray for 25 Yea&
Pete and Anthony Rutledge
105 Pine St. 753-3452 or 7534565 310 E. Main
the gli X *bop
lot Us Help toti Make Year
Wedding A Dream Came Tree
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Hooker's Absence Is Costly
Sports Mifiray Ledger & Times




Playing without the services_
illiillii•O/116.• • • • 9 VIM • 1.A.,
Murray State played Western
Kentucky close for most of its
W 1ST ERN K ENT L (AI "
f,t fga ft Its reb pf tp
PrInce 2p- 4 1 1 1 2 5
Washington 4 9 2 2 II 2 10
NIL Corr-hick 5 7 5 6 5 3 15
Bryant 2 6 0 0 3 1 4
Trumbo 8 10 0 0 2 2 16
Reese  2 1 1 3 5
Wrav I 2 0 0 0 0 2
Wilson 2 5 1 3 6 3 5
Townsend  3 4 0 1 0 1 6
TOTALS 54 10 14 32 17 68
Halftime: Western. 31. Murrav 26.
Teehnrcals: Mutray bencli. Attendance:




By DR. BRYAN TRACKER
Because chiropractic
is the newest of the heal-
ing professions, many
people fail to consider it
for treatment of then
back problems. They
may suffer severe,
recurring back pain for
years, using pain pills or
liniments to enable-




defects in spinal align-
ment that cause back
pain. People with back
problems shoWd realize
that chiropractic offers
relief that is simply- not
available- from other
sources. -
If you suffer from
pain in any area of the
back or legs, give
chiropractic a chance to
help you. Phone for an
appointment. A
chiropractic. examina-





center Craig After trailing• M9Cariniciliad_xtiat_i_Stg.0w. . 1 af _trtilixei4ey
apply enough defensive
pressure to stay within five at
42-37 with 13:26 remaining.
Almost immediately.. the
signs of Murray wearing down
took over. The 'Toppers
outscored Murray 12-2 over
the next five minutes.
That stretch gave the signal
respectiVely, and after was impossible for a team - -for the tonal 
curtain. Even
McCormick and forward Jack with practically glazed looks Murray 's 
injured forward,
Washington Rad crashed the in their eyes in the second Kenney 
Hammonds, who had
been exhorting his teammates
from the bench, sagged back3/-26
aAled."He gave them a lot
more rebounding they needed.
They would have scored better
on us in the second half ( with
Hooker)."
68-48 loss in Diddle Arena last
night.
But by the time Western
guard Trey - Trumho_ .and boards, Murray was an-
one etr $ . maRe ifittERg The Racers appeared to be
from outside and inside,
MURRAN STATE
• fg fga ft Its reb pf tp
Green I .5 3 4 6 11 5
Dat is, W I 2 0 0 2 0 2
Mann , 4 2 4 7 4 6
Smith 6 14 0 2 2 4 12
Sleets .  6 11 1 .1 0 5 13
Hams I -I 0 1 I '2
[)at is. M 3 5 0 0 I I 6
Boyd  I 3 0 0 2 I
Snow  0 I 0 0 0 0 0
Adams 0 1 0 0 I 0 0
Strouse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 21 47 6 12 26 16 46
Jan. 19 vs. Middle Tennessee at Racer
Arena, 7430 p.sn.r
in de_ep trouble in the first two
minutes of the game as.four
different Hilltoppers popped
Western out to an 8-0 lead. A
followup by forward Jack
Washington and three straight
outside shots set the stage for
how much difficulty Murray
__would have in keeping up with
_a.bigger, deepeeteam.
- 'We kept flashing people in
from the weak side," Western
coach Gene Keady said.
"They missed Hooker there.
(Jerry ) Smith really. hurt us
with long jumpers.
""We contained ( Mont)
Sleets real well. He never got
the ball inside like he was
supposed to in the last half."
It was the outside shooting
of guard Jerry Smith and the
offensive quickness of guard
Mont,Sleets and forward Glen
Green which brought Murray
back into the game-in the first
half.
"He .(Sleets) is a real quick
player," WKU reserve guard
Ktirtis Townsend said. "On
the bench, I saw him take it to.
the hole without fearing Ricky
Wray) or Craig.
You can't stay off a man__
like that. Everybody told me
how quick he was.
Sleets drove and passed
through Western's thick
timber for nine points and
three assists in the first half as
Murray even took .the lead
twice, at 21-20 and 23-22.
The first lead came on an
open layup by Smith after a
brilliant assist from Sleets.
Reserve guard Michael I5avis
hit an eight-footer to give the
Racers their last advantage of
the game.
From that point, fatigue was
imminent for this injury-
riddled team. After the game,
Glen Green said that Murray
had hoped to be able to
1:1111* outquick ' Western. But that
MURRAY'S INSIDE GAME was thwarted repeatedly by
Western Kentucky rejections, such as forward Tony
Wilson's leaping block (right), and its lack of
quickness with the absence of forward Gary Hooker.
Forward Glen Green (21) (below and right) ho a six re-
bounds in the first half for Murray,but was not
4,,,,naggiAkstimeti - 'the
7;c1 cut." qs_p e_o 11_,0 p_pu n_12 g gg 0 o u Q ggg_p 
Artcraft Photography
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Trinnbo. who led all scorers
I( 101 16 points,.paid tribute to
:Murray's effort.
-They were scrappers,
missing two players," he said.
JOur depth kinda told at the
ttird




Wins In Alligator Alley
GAINESVILLE. Fla. ( AP
- After cellar-dwelling.
Florida4-4oss to Kentucky
Gator guard Mark Giombetti
called on fans to believe that
things will get better.
,"They're going to have to
believe, because the ortiyway
we're- going to win- Is by
hustling," Giombetti said.
The - Gators- might have
sparked some faith with a
valiant comeback effort
Thursday night in a 76-63 loss
to the sixth-ranked Wildcats.
Kentucky opened a 60-39 lead
with 11 minutes left, hut the
Gators closed to within 10
points in five minutes before
failing short.
"I thought we :played
awfully well. In the early part
of the second half, -I felt we
played better than we have in
a long time," KentuckyCoach
Jot Hall said. _
"They have .to be com-
mended on making a fighfout
of it," Hall said. "But I havve
to congratulate my players to
9 L. a.. I.9 II
Greene said. t'When fatigue
hit, we started standing
around and stopped moving
their defense around."
Glen Green was noticeably
had known before the game
that his team was in trouble
without Hooker.
"Ininteasurable was tht
word he used. to describe 'the
effect of Hooker's absence.
"It hurts you with the guys
coming in to replace them
Murray's injured players),
have the poise to pull it out."
The Gators, 1-6 in the SEC
and 4-10 overall, suffered their
fourth straight loss in Ed
Visscher's third_ game as
interim coach. He took over
for the fired Jolin Lotz.
"We fought hard and went
down _clawing, _I think we
showed a lot of heart out there
tonight." Visschecsaid.
The late Gator comeback
was sparked by -an effective
press.
"We started trapping more.
The half-Court trap can--only
' be effective for about 10
minutes a game. That's all we
can go, because then the other
team can adjust," said_
Giombetti. `-'It's so hard to
- come from behind, because
the otherteam is in control."
The game drew 5,381 fans,
some 2,000 over the Gators'
average this season.
Center Fred Cowan led
Kentucky (.A-2, 14-3) with 16
points, while Florida forward
Bob Van Noy scored 21 points,
-17 in the second half.
Foreman Arrested For Trespass




-after -he•ceportedly refused to
leave a school where a revival
was being held, police said.
Patrolman D.R. Tinsley
said Foreman and two other.
men were taken into custody
about 8 p.m. Thursday w,hen
Tomball school officials filed
criminal trespass chairs'
against them.,
.."They were asked to leave
by the school people," Tiosley
said, "and then we were
called. Foreman was one of
the three that wouldn't leave."
Foreman was apparently
taking part in a religious
revival when the -incident
occurred.
• •
The officer said the charge
. against Foreman was
violating-a tity&a,clinancee The
34-yearoTar ex boxer pleaded
not guilty to the charge and
was released after posting a
428.50 bond.
Police said there was "no
trouble" during the incident.
grabbing six first-half
rebounds, he was shut out in
the second half.
"They soda wore us down
without Gary," Green said.
"It was a different story
without Gary. At the begin-
ning of the game, we played
them tough."
Hooker did join Hammonds
on the bench in street _clothes
and finally released the
frustration of his team after it
had played Western almost
en through part of the 
second half.
When Western's McCormick
slammed home a stuff shot
and hung on the rim at 1:09,
Hooker received a technical
for calling it to the attention of
the official. It was just the
final straw, in an already
frustrating night.
Hot Shooting By Western N
Cools Off Lady Racers.
BOWLING GREEN - In a
game that saw Western
Kentucky's Lady Toppers
shoot an incredible 65.1 per-
cent from the floor, Murray
dropped a 68-58 decision.
Murray tied the game at 50-
all with 6:19 remaining but
could not stop Western's hot
shooting. -
Guard Laura Lynn led the
Lady Racers in scoring with 14
points, with forward Jeanette.
Rowan and center Lisa Lamar
. also in double figures with 12
and 10 points, respectively:
The Lady Racers
outrebounded the Lady
Toppers 36-33 but could only
manage a shooting percentage
of 33.8 for the game.
Western was also hot from
the free throw line, hitting 12-
of-15 for 80 percent.
Murray coach Jean Smith
- was concerned with More than
the shooting difference after
the game, •
,"The ,thing that hit me in
this one- was that the of-
ficiating, fouls were unreal,'
Smith said. "Our ••• Shots
already were not falling. We
were trying to shoot over them
and we-could not do that.
4 "One of their kids clobbored
Janice (McCracken) and it
was not called. She was
spitting blood after it. It
happened at the other end and
it was called.
"They were better handling
our press than we expected.
. ire knew their guards were
good getting the ball down-
, The loss left Murray's
record at 9-8 with their next
game against Middle Ten-




Coach Cary -- Miller's
basketball clinic at -Murray
High School for boys tin the
fourth through eighth grades




report to the Murray High
School GyMnasium at these
times: ' •
_ Eighth graders - 10:00-
11:00 a.m.
Sixth and Seventh Graders
11,-.00 a .112:00 p .m
.- Fourth an Fifth Graders -
12:00-1:00 p.m.






















"I'm pretty sure they had •
centages. It was probably our •

















































































• • • • • • • ••• ••
-1980 Monza 2 2 Hatchback Coupe
$4585
Light blue metallic, blue vinyl bucket seats and console, tilt steering wheel, B-
78-13 white stripe tires, 4 speed manual transmission 2.5 liter 2BBL engine,
electric rear window defogger, front and rear bumper rub, strips & guards, full
wheel covers, color-keyed seat and shoulder belts, day and night mirror, AM
radio, tinted glass.
StotpleolvAUthak
OUR USED CARS COST LESS
THAN THEIRS
1977 Cutlass wagon - air
cruise, tilt, automatic
1977 Ford Granada - 6
cylinder, automatic, air
1979 Datsun Wagon.- 5
speed, AM/FM stereo -
615 Se. 411$ It.




Camino - red, air, rally
wheels



































































JERRY SMITH fires one of his long outside shots in Murray's 68-48 loss at Western
Kentucky.
Paced By Jackson s Efforts
Lady. Tigers Take Overtime Win
Paced by what coach Rick
Fisher called guard Candy
Jackson's most productive
game of her career, Murray's
Lady Tigers survived a scare
from Hickman County to
improve their record to 9-3 for
tonight's game against
Calloway County.
Jackson scored 25 points,
with 19 coming in the second
half and five of Murray's nine
in overtime. Forward Tonya
Alexander scored the other
four points in the extra period.
Alexander - broke the-
Murray girls' career scoring
recard as her 21 points gave
her 698 for her career. It broke
the record of 689 previously
held by Tammy Boone.
"I could never have scored
that many without my
New Image
Big Ten Conference Changing Styles
With Several Backcourt Magicians
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
For some time, the Big Ten
Conference was hardly a
league of gentlemen, known
more for rough and ready big
guys • than anything else.




with such light-fingered back-
court players last year as
Magic Johnson at Michigan
State, Kelvin Ransey at Ohio
State, Ronnie Lester at Iowa
...and this year's star-
spangled addition of Isiah
Thomas at Indiana.
"Thomas," says Iowa
Coach Lute Olson, "has un-
believable leadership about
him. He's a born leader."
Olson Made his superlative
assessment after getting to
see the Hoosiers' brilliant
freshman first-hand Thursday
night, during an 81-69 loss to
Indiana.
Thomas, handling himself
like a pro. 'dished out 13
assists, scored 14 points and
collected four steals in his best
allaround game since joining
Bobby Knight's team.
"He is becoming more
deeply involved in more
things," said Knight. 'He. has
a great physical quality about
him.. and that's his eyes. He
has tremendous vision and
looks a 4ot, as great passers
do. He hangs onto the ball until
the last possible second,
forcing the man to guard him
iñkeamoe"
The game between the 13th-




























ranked Hoosiers was one of a
handful of important Big Ten
games Thursday night. In
others, second-ranked Ohio
State defeated Minnesota 75-70
in overtime and Purdue
turned back Northwestern 68-
63.
Elsewhere, No.4 ,Oregon
State beat Washington State
65-63; No. 6 Kentucky whipped
Florida 76-63 and No.20
-Tennesee turned back
Mississippi 70-61.
Along with Thomas, Indiana
got strong performances from
Ray Tolbert and Butch Carter.
Tolbeet Scored 18 points and
Carter, 17. The Hoosiers had a
38-29 halftime lead and the
Hawkeyes never came closer
than nine points in the second
half. Lester did not play for
Iowa because of an injury.
Ransey and Herb Williams
scored all 11 of Ohio State's
points in ovvrtime to key the
Buckeye victory. Williams
scored 26 points overall and
Ransey, scoring in double
figures for tile 76th steaight
game, had 13. '
"I didn't like being behind,"
said Williams, whose
Buckeyes- overcame a 12-point
deficit in the second half. "It
gives you butterflies. We must
start getting a lead early and
putting both halves together."
Drake Morris scored a
career-high 29 points and Joe
Barry Carroll claimed Pur-
due's careet 'rebounding
record. as the Boilermakers
defeated Northwestern.
Carroll, who had his 55th
straight game in double
figures, scored 19 pints and
pulled down 13 rebounds. His
last rebound gave him a
career mark of 959 - one
more than Terry Dischinger's
old record.
Ray Blume led five players
in double figures with 13 points
as Oregon State beat
Washington State. The
Beavers blew most of an 18-
point lead before recovering in
time ta win their 16th game in
17 this year.
"I have nothing good to
say," said an obviously
displeased Oregon State
Coach Ralph Miller. "I don't
think we got what we deser-
ved. We played a walking
defense and didn't plaulmith
any intensity."
the right track in the
Southeastern Conference. Joe
Hall's, highly-touted team had
lost two conference games
already.
"I thought .we played
awfully well," said Hall after
the game on Florida's tough
home court called "Alligator
Alley." "In the early part of
the second half, I felt we
played better than we have in
a long time."
Kentucky opened a 17-point
lead late in the first half, and
smashed out a hefty 60-39
advantage with 11 minutes to
go.
Reggie Johnson led a 15-0
surge midway through the
second half to trigger Ten-
nessee past Mississippi State.
Johnson finished with 16
points, eight of them coming
in a five-minute burst that
propelled the Vols into a 12-
point lead with 5:18 left in the
game.
"It w an important win for
us," said Tennessee Coach
Don DeVoe, whose team
hasn't lost a regular season
SEC game since last season
when Mississippi State took a
doubleovertime victory over
the Vols. "We had poise and
shot selection in the second







LOS ANGELES 1AP) If
you've gotten as far as the
Super Bowl, common sense
dictates that you've got what
it takes.to win it, too.
At least that's Check Noll's
philosophy. "You win with
what's gotten you here,"
Pittsburgh's coach has said in
the past - namely when the
Steelers were winning their
three Super Bowl titles.
But Los Angeles Coach Ray
Malavasi thinks it's always a
good idea to have a few new
things up your sleeve.
In Malavasi's case, he may
well be right, considering he's
sending his underdog Rams.
against Noll's Steelers.
"Personally, we try to rely
on things we've been doing
since training, camp," Noll
said Thursday. "I think the
most important part of our
neeparation is training camp.
Everything we'll do on Sunday
we've done in training camp
and have refined and im-
proved during the seifson.
"To put in something cold
can make things very con-
fusing, make it difficult to
execute your offense."
Malavasi isn't exactly
planning on scrapping the
offense that put the Rams in
their first Super Bowl, but he
does say he's got a few sur-
prises in store for the Steelers.
"You want ,to have a few
new things for a game like
this," Malavasi said. "We're
going to experiment a little bit
during the game. If something
'arks -for us, well stay with-it.
If it doesn't work, we won't
use n again.
"Every ball game we put
some new things in...If we
think we can gain by trying
something new, we're going to
do it.
Like what, he was asked. ,
"Well, we've got the single
wing," he began, tongue in
cheek. "We've got the Wish-
bone; we'll use Nolan
Cromwell in that..."
It was clear he wasn't about
to divulge his game plan. In
fact, when someone asked -
not entirely seriously - how
he plarrned to beat the
Steelers, he replied: "That's
privileged information," and
he wasn't smiling when he
said it.
Putting in new plays at this,
stage of the season, Steelers'
wide receiver Lynn Swann
said, "is away from the norm.
Every team that's won the
Super Bowl has done so by
'doing the things it did so
successfully • during the
regula4P season because it had
the confidence that those
things would work when the
championship was on the line.
"Putting in new plays now,
to try and win this ballgame,
might hurt the players'
confidence in what they were
doing," Swann added.
He . said the Steelers have
"prepared for everything
we've seen so far" on films of
the Rams' games. That would
seem to give Los Angeles hope
that something totally new -
such as a newkind of offensive
formation or the seven
defense backs they used to
upset the Dallas Cowboys -
might catch the Pittsburgh
defense off guard.
"Each 'Week we try to put in
something as a -different iook
for the defense, something
that they haven't worked on,"
said Vince Ferragamo, the
Rams' fledgling quarterback.
"So we're goiy to put
something in, put a few new
plays in."
Jack Lambert, the Steelers'
fearsome middle linebacker,
just shrugged when he was
asked about the Rams'
potential surprises.
"Doesn't matter what they
do," he said. "I think we've
got the defense to handle it."
Ferragamo would like to
have the time to survey the
field and pick out his pass
targets the way he did against
Tampa Bay in the National
Conference championship
game, when he had as mitch
as 10 or 11 seconds on several-
occasions.
"My linemen' have been
telling me all week they're
going to give me the time and
I've got great confidence in
those people. They're some of
the best people in pro foot-
ball,'"Ferragamo said,
"I'm excited. I'm sure I'll
be a little nervous going into
the game, but that's natural.
I've been nervous going into
the last four or five games."
And when he was reminded
of the comment by Pittsburgh
quarterback Terry Bradshaw,
that , Ferragamo would be
rattled when he became
aware of the enormity of the
game, the Rams' quarterback
replied:
"I'm well aware of that. I
was well aware of the fact that
we had to beat Dallas to get
into the Super Bowl. That was
also a big game, one of the
bigger games of my career.
But I think the biggest game of
all was 'my first start in the
NFL. For me every game's
been a big game and I don't
see how this can be any bigger
than the previous games
we've played in."
te....iiiates," Alexander said
after the game. "I've just
wanted to win."
Fisher also gave a lot of
credit to forwards Laurie
Morgan and Donna Rousse
and guard Velvet Jones.




Jones played a great
defensive game," Fisher.
"Rousse gave us a lot of
strength. Morgan gave a
spirited effort mid hustled all-
the time. She played to her
potential.
-Throughout the game, my
kids never quit," Fisher said.
''They are not made like that.
Once they made up their
minds, it was a matter of
trying to do the things we
know how to do.
"We took them out of their
game and made them play our
game. We needed toplay with
more intensity on defense. In
the third quarter, we played
well for the first time all
year."
After Murray caught up, it
even held a 56-51 lead. But a
couple of turnovers and
missed opportunities at the
free throw line allowed Hick-
man County to get back in the
game.
A driving layup by Bugg
with only two seconds left in
regulation tied the score
before Jackson and Alexander
put the game away in over-
time.
Murray meets Calloway
County at Murray State in a
630 game. The Lady Tigers
take a *3 record against the
10-1 slate held by the Lady
Lakers.
"Calloway is probably
playing the best basketball
they've played," Fishe said.
"They are awful hard to beat.
"We will have to stay with
them on the boards and give
them only one or two scoring
opportunities.
"I think Mina talloway
guard Todd) is probably one of
the be ballplayers-aroiind.
She has improved so much
over one year.
"She is continually working
to get the ball; she moves well
without iL She makes the
other kids a lot better.
"Mina's going to get her
points. We hope to hold her to
her average and hold
everybody else down.
"I still think we have one of
the best teams around.
Calloway has one of those
teams."
iclunan Co.17 18 4 17 2 58
Murray 10 11 16 19 9 65
Hickman County -
Alesheire 17, Bugg 9, Dublin 3,
Faire 6, Crumble 7, Cash -0,
Young 6, Rodgers 2, Gardner
&-
Murray Starr Jones 2,
Candy Jackson 25, Toaya
Alexander 21, Laurie Morgan
7, Velvet Jones 8, Glenda Fox
2, Natalie Garfield 0, Kim
Thorpe 0, Monica Greene 0.
Athletes To Go To Soviet Union
By The Associated Press
While political pressure
mounts for the United States
to boycott the Olympic Games
in Moscow this summer, two
groups of American athletes
are preparing to depart for the
Soviet Union in the next few
days despite a request from
the State Department to
cancel the trips.
According to a spokesman
for the Amateur Athletic
Union, a U. S. wrestling team
will leave for Russia on
SSturday and a group of
boxers will depart next
Tuesday Unless officially
barred by the State Depart-
ment.
Pete Cava, director of the
AAU's press information
department, told The
Associated Press that his
organization is going ahead
with plans to send the two
squads "as long as it goes no
farther than a request (by the
State Department) not to go.
It's just wait and see," he
said.
Meanwhile, the movement
to boycott the Summer
Games, scheduled for Moscow
from July 19-Aug.3, gained
momentum as the Carter
Administration considered
setting up a rival set of games
and the 32 members of the
Muhammad Ali Amateur
Sports Club voted not to
participate in any event
"where Russian athletes are
invelyed."
At the same time, Don Hull,
the AAO's executive director
of boxing, said the State
Department had raised the
possibility that visas for
Soviet track athletes due in
the United States next
Tuesday would not be granted.
Calloway Middle Boys, Girls
Split Games With Mayfield
The Calloway County
Middle School's boys and girls
teams. split a pair of games
with Mayfield last night. The
girls kept their record -un-
deffeated while the boys
dropped to 4-1.
For the girls, Tammie Trees
and Rhonda McAlister scored
14 and 13 points, respectively
while Beth Hooks grabbed
seven rebounds and had nine
assists. McAlister also had 13
rebounds and five assists.
"It was our best game so far
this year," Calloway coach
Peter O'Rourke said. "We
have beaten everybody once
around."
The boys were led in scoring
by Darnell Tharpe with 12
points.
Mayfield sealed the win by
Calloway 17 6 11 12 46
Mayfield ,6 4 7 14 31
Calloway County (46) -
Trees 14, McAlister 13,
Anderson4,Hooks 4, Hooper 4,
Ford 4, Winchester 3.
Mayfield 131) - McAfee 11,
Jackson 6, Graham 4, Guthrie
(,Mims 4, Erwin 3.
hitting 11 of 14. freelkows in
-the,list quarter.
The two teams will host
South Marshall Monday night
in the middle school's new
gymnasium.
Calloway 10 7 2 18 37
Mayfield  9 8 12 17 46
Calloway County (37) -
Tharpe 12, Sheridan 7,
Albritton 7, Duncan 5, Skinner
5, Dowdy 1.
Mayfield (46) - Powell 18,
Mathis 18, Owen 5, Tyler 4,
Bransford 1.
"That's the same day our
boxers will go to Russia," Hull
said. "The Soviets already
have issued visas to our men,
so there is no problem from
our end."
However, a U.S. official in
Washington, who asked not to
be identified, indicated that
the State Department would
make further attempts to get
the AAU to change its mind.
He said, however, that the
administration probably
would not go so far as to lift
the passports of the American
athletes.
There were more
suggestions that the Olympics
be moved out of Moscow or ,be
canceled in retaliation for the
Soviets' invasion of
Afghanistan. But Lord
Killanin of Ireland, president
of the International Olympic
"The
Olympics cannot be moved











that does more than build
America's favorite loader/backhoe.
FINANCING
Jan. 1-Mar. 31, 1980 on most
New Case Construction Equipment.
Your Case dealer is
making 1980 a great deal
brighter, already.
Order the new Case construction
equipment you need today. You don't
have to wait any longer-if you've
been waiting for "cheaper money" to
finance new machines!
It's here, 12% Annual Percentage
Rate financing.
Get a headstart on a better bottom
line for '80. You'll have the earning
efficiency of new equipment.
You'll avoid the costs of repairs
and missed opportunity caused by
old equipment you may be trying to
Make last too long.
And-you'll have the savings from
the low finance charge.
It all could mean even more
money for you to work with in 1980.
12% A.P.R. Only through Cast
Credit Corporation. See your participat-
ing Case dealer for complete details.
Who knows when you'll get an
opportunity like this again? New




700 State Street Racine, WI 53404 U.S. A
'Offer excludes Case cable layers trenchers comoacnon equgnnent excavators Mod-steers W-49aadors and Uromog tractors
Governmental agencoesidepartments do not quality Offer excluded s Wash IngtOn Aransas West Vogona and Nebraska
doing something about it.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings , College
By The Associated Press
Easters Coldertibet
Atlantic Divisios









Indiana 21 25 457
Cleveland 21 5 438
Detroit 12 35 256
Wester' Cestereace
Midwest Dryades
Kansas+ety 30 5 600
Milwaukee 26 72 .542
Ctucago 15 30 333
Deaver. - 16 33 377
Utah 13 35 271
Pact& Divides
Seattle 34 13 75








New York 21 16
New Jersey 19 5
Ceatral Devisees
Atlanta 28 20







Cleveland 116, San Antonio 112
Detroit 110, Washington 107
Phoenix 101. Atlanta 99
Friday's Gaines
Portland at Boston
Seattle at New York




San Diego at Golden State
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Saturday's Garnet
Houston at Detroit
Kansas City at Indiana
Cleveland at Philadelptia
Denver at Chicago
Washington at San Antonio
Golden State at Utah





















By The Associated Press
Campbell Coaferesee
Patrick Division
W L T Pts GF
Philadelphia 5 3 11 69 164
NY Rangers 21 17 8 50 177
NY Islanders 10 17 6 44 152
' Atlanta 18 20 5 41 145
Washington 11 5. 6 28 133
• Smythe Disialcia
Chicago 17 16 12 44 124






















Montreal 3316 6 52 170
Los Angeles 20 15 8 48183
Pittsburgh 18 15 11 47 153
Detroit 15 5 7 37 140
Hartford 11 20 10 32 135
Tiarsday's Games
Breton 7, Edmonton 1
Hartford 7, Pittsburgh 1
NY Lslanclets 9, Toronto 6
Philadelphia 5, Chicago 1







NY Rangers at Boston
Chicagrivs. Hartford at Spfld, Mass.
Philadelphia at Washington
Toronto at Montreal
Quebec at NY Islanders
Edmonton at Pittsburgh
Detroit at Minnesota
St. Louis at Colorado '
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Suedes,' s Games
Edmonton at Buffalo






























Arizona St. 78, UCLA 76
I
Cent. Washington 70, Hawaii-Hilo 66
hresno St. 61, Fullerton St. 54
dab 100, Montana St. 91
desa. Colo. 104, N. Mex, Highlands 87
Montana 61, Boise St. 59
Nevada-Reno 68. Idaho State 65
New Mexico 71, Hawaii 67
New Mexico St. 69, S. Illinois 57
Oregon St. 65, Washington St. 63
Pacific U. 59. Cal-Irvine 46
Thursday's Sports In Brief
Scores Tbe Alweisied Pre"
BIRMINGHAM. Ala AP - Edcbe
By The Associated Press Iiibto took a 6-3.6-b victory over Andrew
Fairfield 56, Manhattan 5.5 Paulson of Rhodesia and Butch Waits
lona 76. McNeese & 66 aPsei Fibak of Poland. 7-S, 74 in
Ithaca 81, Elmira 76 thr $1 75.000 Birmingham International
LIU 611, Rutgers 67. OT Indoor Teams Tournament.
Nev -Las Vegas 67. Seton Hai; 65 TOWSON, Md. API - Four seeded
St. Anselm's1i New Hampshire Se play en s registered straight set victories
Tufts 96 Bostob St IV ` and reached the quarterfinal round of
Utica 74, Fredonia Si 63 the 575.000 Grand Pus tennis tourna-
W'esleyan 73. MIT 62 ment at the Towson Center
SOUTH Top-seeded Harold Solomon dispatch-
Augusta 79,W Georgia 75 ed Steve Kruleviu 7-6. 6-1, and second-
E. Kentucky 89. Tennessee Tech. 79 seeded Bnen Gottfried breezed pass
Fayetteville St 107. Us uigstone 76 George Hardie. 6-3.60
Grarnbling 56. Northeast 53 In other matches, sixth-seeded Brian
Kentucky 76. Florida 63 Teacher defeated Tom Guiliksoo. 6-4, 6-
S. Carolina 106. Marshall 66 4. and eightbsee' ded Chris Lewis ousted
- iS-Cieroirria-Aanettge. -Newberry-74S ---T-rey-Weillue. .
SE Louisiana 49. Louisiana Col 47. OT KANSAS CITY, Mo. 1.A - Pam
S Mississippi 74. NW Louisiana 61 Stinver continued her comeback by
SW Louisiana 101. Southern 76 defeating Kathy Jordan 4-6, 6-1, 74 in the
Stetson 92. Mercer 70 second round of the $15,000 women's
Tennessee 70. .1.ississippi St 61 ' professional tennis tournament.
W Kentucky 68, Murray St 48 in--ocher second-round singles mat-
W Maryland 84, Johns Hopkins 74 ches, Dianne Fromholtz defeated Sherry
MIDWEST Acker 6-3, 6-3, Bettina Bunge beat Betty
Akron 93. Morehead St. 91 Stove 6-2, 6-1, and Greer Stevens
Creighton 67, Indiana St. 60 defeated Laura DuPont 7:5. 74 Evonne
Dayton 82, Memphis St 64 Goolagong won by default over Ann
Hillsdale. Mich 88. Spring Arbor, Kyomura.
Mich. 60 LAS VEGAS. her AP - Andrea
Huron 67, Sioux Falls Colloge 3,4 Jaeger scored a 6-2, 6-4 victory over Iva
Illinois 80, Michigan 69 Budarova of Czechoslovakia to earn, a
Minim St. 72. Loyola-Chi. 64 berth in the sernifinaLs of a $5,000 tour-
Indiana 81. Iowa 69 narnent
Marquette 76, Xavier, Ohio 62 In other matches, Barbaro Jordan
Michigan St. 62, Wisconsin 61 downed Ruts Gerulaitis 6-4, 6-3; Mary
Ohio St. 75, Minnesota 70, OT Lou Puitek scored a 6-1, 6-4 victory over
Purdue 68, Northwestern 63 JoAnne Russell; and Barbara Potter
US.1050, Phillips 44 topped Renat•a l'onianova of
W Illinois 99.N. Michigan 73 Czechoslovakia 74,6-3.
FIGURE SKATING
SOUTHWEST ATLANTA AP - W.orld champions
N. Texas St. 79, Texas 77,01 Tai Batalorua and Randy Gardner didn't
Tarieton St 98, Mary-Fiardin Baylor 78 skate their best but still easily won their
Texas-Arlington 72. Hardin-Simmons filth straight national pairs title at the
70 U.S. Figure Skating Championstups at
W. Texas St 79, Bradley 78 the Omm.
Babilonia slipped on one of her double
axels and Gardner dropped his partner
on a difficult one-handed lift. But the
pair got all seven first-place votes for
seven ordinals and 112.74 points.
Joining Babilorua and Gardner on the
U.S. Olympic team will be silver
medalists Caitlin and Peter Carruthers
and thirdplace finishers Sheryl Franks
and Michael Botticelli.
The Carruthers had 14 ordinals and
111.22 points, while Franks, Lexington,
` Portland 174, Denver 73 Mass., and Botticelh, Weston, Mass.,
San Jose St. 61, Long Beach St. 61 finished with 21 
ordinals and 106.84
Seattle Pacific 91, Lewis-Clark State Pmts.
Earlier, world champion Linda Fra-
benne fell twice in the short program but
still held a tenuous lead over Lisa-Mane
Allen in the senior ladies event. Veteran
Charlie Tickner built a sizeable lead in
the senior men's competition after the
figures:
MEGEVE, France ( API - Two
Soviets and a Pole took- the top three
places in the world men's Junior figure
skating- championships following the
compulsory and short numbers.
Alexandre Fadeev of the Soviet Union
led with 10 ordinals and 76.28 points,
Vitali Egorov of the Soviet Union was se-
cond with 18 ordinals and 73.36 points
and Gregoire Filipowski of Poland was
third with 32 ordinals and 70.92 points.
GOLF
PHOENLX I AP i -- Mike Sullivan fired
e six-under-par 65 and a one-stroke lead
in the first round of the $300,000 Phoenix
Open.
Sullivan held the lead over' J.C. Snead.
81
Texas-El Paso 73. San Diego St 68
Utah St. 88, CC Santa Barbara 81
Washington 58, Oregon 46
Weber St. 73, N. Arizona 58
Sports
Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
National League
MONTREAL EXPOS - Signed Scott
Sanderson and David Palmer, pitchers.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
SAN ANTONIO SPURS - Traded Bil-
ly Paultz, renter, to the Houston Rockets
for John Shumate, forward, a draft
choice and cash.




HARTFORD WHALERS - Traded
Alan Hangsleben, defenseman, to the
Washington Capitals for Tom Rowe,
right wing.
COLLEGE
ARIZONA STATE - Named Darryl
Rogers head football coach.
BOWIE STATE - Fired Taft
Hickman, head basketball coach. Nam-
ed Bob Campbell interim head basket-
ball coach.
FLORIDA.- Named Voice Kendrick
running back coach.
LOUISIANA STATE - Named Pete




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Nostess, it's my job to kelp you make the
most of your new meighborhood. Our slump* areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Phis a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
W elcome fr agon
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
IfillA
STATE RESORT PARK
15 miles from Murray Near Aurora, Ky.
Saturday Night Buffet















Jerry Pate and Andy Bean. who bed at
66 The group at 67 included Bruce Um-
zke, Hubert Green and Dan Pohl
BOWLLNG
ANAHEIM. Calif. iAIN - Arnie
Goldman tool the lead ilia Protean
Bowlers Association tournament for trbe
first time in tus 10-month PB/4 career
when he gained the top spot in tt
$125,000 PBA event at Wooded:owl.
Goldman, who began match play in
third place but finished his last elate
games with a 692m margin over run-
nerup Johnny Petraglui, won six of eight
games in the match play competition
and has a total score of 5,788 for 36
games to Petragha's 5,719.
In third place was Ralph Fncke with a
5.716 total, followed by Mike Hanes at
5,688 and Frank Ellenburg and Leroy
_ Liumhup. Lied WE ban at-5,01. -
BOXING
WASHINGTON t API - The Amateur
Athletic Union has turned down a State
Department request to cancel arrethrbt-
bon involving Soviet and American box-
ers scheduled to take place in the Soviet
Union next week, U.S officials said
The department had made the request
as part of a series of administration
moves to reduce U.S.-Soviet ties in the
wilke of the Russian military interven-
tion in Afghanistan.
Don Hull, the AAU's executive direc-
tor of boxing, said at his home in
Cresskill, N.J. that State Department
had indicated the possibility that visas
for Soviet track athletes due here next
Tuesday would not be granted.
HORSE RACING
BALTIMORE AP - Jockey Vince
Bracciale was in serious condition suf-
fering a spinal injury suffered * the
seventh race at Bowie Race Course in
Bowie. Md.
Bracciale, Bowie's leading jockey
with 19 winners, fell off his mount, Sup-
porting Actor He was helicoptered to
the shock trauma unit of the University
of Maryland Hospital.
A spokeswoman said his condition was
"serious but stable,- and that he had not
experienced any paralysis.
Supporting Actor was racing head to
head with Percy's Game in the
nudstretch when the accident occurred.
Track officials had no immediate ex-
planation for the spill.
Prep Scores




Frankfort 66, Lou Ahrens 61
Franklin Co 71, Lou Does 52
Lou Buller 59, Lou Ballard 55
Lou Moore 77, Ashland 61
Lou Iroquois 52, Lou Atherton 93
Warren East 66, Lou Central 59.
Hazard-7e-, LouTnnity 70
Owensboro 78, Lou Fairdale 47
Boys Regular Seasos
Garrard Co 75 Jackson Co 54
Oboro Apollo 64 Brecknindge Co 46
Everts 78 Pineville 60
Girls Games
Laurel Co 54. Les Lafayette 46
?riagoffin Co 50, Pal:also-Lite 41
Johnson Central 85 Wheelwright 59
Warren East 84, Russellville 47
Bowling Green 54, Chandlers 48
Everts 32 Pineville 48
Heath 57 Pad Tilghman 36
Marshall Co 96 Lyon Co 28
Lone Oak 70.Uvingston Central 23
Mayfield 72 Wingo 43
Trigg Co 74 Reidland 57
Hawks Hold Davis And
Westphal But Lose
PHOENIX, Ariz. • (AP) -




Walter Davis, and Paul
Westphal Were the leading
VoteM —
The Atlanfa Hawks
tightened up their defense,
and held each to just a single
basket from the field in the
final quarter. But the two
baskets, coupled with a pair of
free throws by Westphal, cost
the Central Divisonleading
Hawks a 101-99 decision.
Davis' lone bucket of the
period came at the buzzer as
he connected on an eight-foot
jump shot from the right side
to break a 99-99 tie and give
the Suns their fourth straight
victory.
In other NBA games
Thursday night, Cleveland
beat San Antonio 116-112 and
Detroit downed Washington
110-107.
Davis got the final shot after
the Suns, following a timeout,
inbounded the ball with three
seconds left.
"With three seconds you've
got something," said Suns
Coach John MacLeod. -"It's
not like you're down to one
second and no time at all."
"I couldn't believe that it
went in," said Davis; who
• wound up with 19 points."
He said he felt Atlanta
would try and force the game
into overtime, "and I figured
that they wouldn't want to foul
me."
Asked if he was nervous,
Davie\ replied, "I don't get
nervous. It's just another
jump shot."
The Suns had tied the Hawks
on fia straight points by
Westphal.
, Atlanta, now 28-20, had
bounced back from a 13-point
deficit late in the third period
to take a 99-94 lead with 59
seconds to gb.
But with 52 seconds
- reultVe-WestiA40--qer's-uP
wtth a foot bucket from the
top of the circle for 3 points.
After the Hawks committed
a 24-second violation, West-
phal was fouled by Atlanta's
Ron Lee.
Westphal, who had three
shots to make two, missed the
first free throw but converted
the next two to tie the game.
99-99. Atlanta immediately
called timeout with 15 seconds
left.
"The. turning point was
tn-atery.
pointer," said MacLeod. -He
played a heck of a game."
Besides the scoring effort of
Westphal and Davis, the Suns
also got double-digit_ scoring
from Alvan Adams 117 i, Len
-Truck" Robinson 113 , and
'backup center Jeff Cook , 11[.
Atlanta was „led by Dan
Rounfield, who scored eight of
his 17 points in the fourth
period. Armond Hill had 13'
and reserve guard Charlie
Criss wound up with 13, in-
cluding eight in the final
period.
Cavaliers 116, Spurs 112
Dave Robisch scored a
career-high 36 points, in-
cluding 21 in the second half,
as Cleveland withstood a 42.
point performance by NBA
scoring leader George Gervin,
The Cavaliers built a pair of
11-point leads early in the
third quarter but the Spurs
rallied to take. an 88-84 lead
going into the final period A
basket by Willie Smith put
Cleveland on top to stay 103-
102 with 5:33 left. Robisch,
who seored 11 points .in the
third quarter, added 10 More
in the final period.
Pistons 110, Bullets 107
John Long scored 12 of his 24.
points, , including the game-
winner, in the final period as
lowly Detroit extended its
modest winning. streak to twfi
games. Prior to beating
Chicago on Sunday, the
Pistons had dropped seven in
a row and 15 of their previous
16 games.
Long's tip-in with 20 seconds
remaining put the Pistons on
top 108-107 after Washington
,hogt.. rallied from a 10-point
ibfilf-per:iod 'deficit and gone
In front '107-106 on two free
.threosa..1*.Gzeg
38 seconds left. Aftei Lona's
basket, Bob McAdoo added
two free throws with four
seconds left. McAdoo topped
the Pistons with 29 points
-while Ballard had 24 for
Washington.
Back Is Sucker For Chili Dogs
Steelers Looking To Stop Tyler
By WILL Gil 1MSLE
AP Special Correspondent
LOS ANGELES 1API - If
the rittsburgh Steelers want
to throttle the Los Angeles
Rams' ground attack in
Surida 's Super Bowl, here's a
tip offered free of charge and
no'strings attached.
Have somebody set up a
chili parlor across the street
frpip the Rose Bowl.
There's no better way - and-
that includes the combination
of Mean Joe Greene, Jack
lambert and L.C. Greenwood
- of checking the Rams' ace
naming back, Wendell Tyler.
The slick homegrown
tailback not only has quick
feet and phantom moves but
also is equipped with an in-
satiable appetite for bizarre
dishes.
He's a sucker for chili dogs.
Also he licks his chops with
anticipation when he thinks of
'sugar sandwiches and air
pudding.
That's why his teammates
call him "Chili Dog" Tyler.
also the reason, if he's not
careful, the best yards-per-
carry man in the whole
National Football League
might eat himself into another
profession - a hot dog vendor,
for example.
On Sept. 30, the Rams
played the St. Louis Cardinals
at the Coliseum. Tyler decided
he was going to spend the day
on the bench - as he had most
of the year - so, before the
game, he slipped over4o a
short order parlor across the
street and quickly devoured
two chili dogs.
The game was only minutes
old when the Rams suddenly
found themselves short of
tailbacks.
'Tyler, into the .game,"
barked the coach.
On the first play, our hero
took a good shot in the -mid-
section and went down
groaning. He was escorted to
the bench where he promptly
yielded up 'everything in his
stomach.
He was virtually hors de
combat the rest of the day.
The next week, in New
Orleans, Tyler repeated the
Eastern Wins At
At Tennessee Tech
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)
- James . "Turk" Tillman
scored 19 points and grabbed a
game-high 13 rebounds in'
leading Eastern Kentucky to
an 89-79 Ohio Valley Con-
ference college basketball
victory over Tennessee Tech.
Tillman, a 6-footal forward,
gntidouble-figure scoring help
from teammates Bruce Jones,
who canned 14 points in the
Thursday night game, and
Dave Bootcheck, who con-
tributed 10.
Leading Tech's offense was
Pete Abuts, with 19 points,
Mike Williams and . John
Mathis, who scored 15 points
apiece. and Marc Burnett,
who hit for 13, all of them in
the second half.
The taller Colonels, now 7-4
on the season and 2-1 in the
OVC, outrebourided Tech 56-
42. The Golden Eagles now are
3-12 overall, .1-4 in conference
play.
KILENTUCKY ifti -
Malan 12 9-11 33, Jenkins 0 0-0 0,
Bootcheck 4 2-3 10. Tierney 4 1-3 9, Jones
54-6 14. Cot 3 5-4 9, Canner 1 3-4 5, Bak •
er 4 1-2 9, Bradley 0 0-1 0 Totals 33 23-13
TENN TECH 1791
Abuts 5 9-10 19, Wtlliams 5 54 IS, Kan-
newel 00.00, Burnett 6 1-1 13, Mathis 7
3l5, Roberts 0 3-2 2, Chadwell 3 04 6,
Harris 2 0-2, 4, Hendrix 00.0 0, MeNish 1
0-1 2, Patterson 11-3 3 Totals 3019-20 79
Halftime-E Kentucky 40, Terinesiee
Tech 30 Fouled out- E Kentucky Jen-
kins, Conner Tennessee Tech Williams
Total f ouls-E. Kentucky 26, Tennessee
Tech 27 Technical-Tennessee Tech
Mathis. Hanging from rim A-3,200
act *with the- same agonizing
consequences.
"It .wasn't that I didn't
learn," Tyler sheepishly
related this week. "The
second time I ate only one. I
didn't think one would mat-
ter."
Tyler admitted, under
gentle probing, that he had
unusual gastronomical tastes.
"Did you ever eat sugar
sandwiches?" he said. 'I love
'em."
A second year man out of
UCLA, Tyler had an
inauspicious start with the
Rams, sidelined with a knee
injury after two weeks of the
1978 season and getting only
spasmodic play behind
Lawrence McCutcheon at the
start of this year.
When McCutcheon was hurt,
Tyler became the Rams' chief
running threat. He finished
the season with 1,109 yards
and a 5.1 yards per carry
average. The average was
better than that of Houston's
Earl Campbell, the league's
MVP.
Tyler predicted that the
Most - Valuable Player- of
Sunday's Super Bowl would
run for 152 yards and two
touchdowns.
"Who is that likely to be?"
someone asked.
"Me," Tyler replied. It was
a stupid question
"If you Block people make an
error, you pay the interest
and penalty? I shoulda
come here last year."
If we should make an error that costs ybu additional tax,
you pay only the tax Block pays any penalty and interest.
We stand behind our work
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 ARCADIA
Open I slan.-• Weeltdays,11-5 Set. Mese 7534214
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
, 11040,15 117 78, STATf
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION -
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries(
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK













51 Cash and due from depository institutions . . t.  
2. US. Treasury securities
fl--i- . -54-.41  
3 977
--
3. Obligations of other U S Government agencies and corporations _1,., 494
4 Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States 0..465
5. All apne 5other securities
6 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell 61/49 6
7. a Loans. Tdtal (excluding unearned income)















furniture and fixtures and other assets representing bank premises I, 2 2 3 99 Bank Premises 






12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11) 
. 76_ Q49 12
LIABILITIES' .
deposits of individuals partnerships. arid corporations 15 409 1313. Demand
Time and savings deposits of individuals partnerships. and corporations) 50v'027 1414
Deposits of United States Government ___ 61
15
15. .
'States and subdivisions in the United States
4 888 16 .






18. Certified arid officers'
Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18)
69 086 19
14.
. a. Jotal demand *posits . . .
deposits
17 129 i \. N 19a
 19b
b. Total time and savings . . . . .
agreements to repurchase - l•Ldne 2020. Federal funds .purchased and securities sold under
kl, Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued 
to the U S Treasury and 
w
\T liabilities forborrowed money
329 21other
indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases ?gime22. Mortgage
liabilities . 1 128
,22
23
23. All other •
LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) (sum of items 19 thru 
23) --/n 543 24
24. TOTAL
25. Subordinated notes and debentures .
! 25
CAPITAL 'XSEQUITY
a No shares outstanding 3000 (par value) 300 2626. Preferred stock .
'Stock No shares authorized I 
'soon
27. Common a
b NO shares outstanding • .13000 (par value) 325 27
Surplus
500 28
26. . . ...
Undivided and reserile for contingencies and other capital reserves 163 2929. profits
TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29) . :
288 30
30.
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24, 25 
and 30) . 76 (749 31
MEMORANDA
as of report date N
Memo
1. Amounts outstanding
Standby letters of credit, total
ne la
0.
Time of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more .
797 lb
b. certificates
Other time deposits in_amounts of $100,000 or more
330 IC
c.
for 30 calendar days (or calendar' month) ending with report date s...‘,... N'''....',*:s„ •2. Average
A. Total deposits' (corresponds to item 19 above) 
6: 787 
. pm This report must be "ivied by an autherie5 officer(s) and attested by not less than 
three directors other than the officer(s) signing the report.
I.'We, the undersigned officer(s) do hereby declare that this 
Report of Condition (including the supporting schedules) is true to the best of my knowledge and 
belief
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT-
/0 Ji- ti i V t 0 ••
AREA CODE t TELEP)1414E NO
(502) 75 3-32 31
OM SIGNED - _ —
/- 71 ia /iAl - . . . ..d
N E D E OF 0 ICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT 
•
.
H. Brandon, vice-President/Caataielele„ , .
We, the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of
Condition (including the supporting schiedules) and declare that it has
Dein examined by us and to the best of our knoivItadoe and belief has been -- -
prepared in confdrance with the. in ii structions. and i true and correct -_Max ,_ s.
' spirA URrOF taitEctelIe•-• -- -sici4 TOME OF DIRECTOR 
.m 
_.. 'SIGNATURE lietITIRECTOVI -
/
-7State No K tucky . ,tou of t Ca 1-.10w4 .rr •
(MAKI MANN FOP 
Sworn to and cobscribed before nte this .... 14th . don. of U:14211 ,,,' , 19 80 .
th r r director of Milweer.110, ii AI I and 1 hereby certify dial la trot an office o
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Public school students could
be ohagge_d fees for some
activies unetr a bill approved
by .the Senate Education
Committee. •
The bill, approved Thur-
sday, would also require
school districts to give the
state an accounting for more
of the state money sent to
districts in lieu of fees
eliminated by a 1978 law.
- — The billwas recommendea
by a special subcommittee
that looked into complaints
that the 1978 law went farther
than the General Assembly
intended, forcing elimination
of outside activities for
students.
The bill approved by the
committee would allow fees to
be charged for cultural
enrichment programs, field
trips and other co-curricular
activities. It specifically
excludes fees for athletic
events during school hours.
Participation in the activity
would have to be voluntary,
not part of a requirement for
completing a course. Fora fee
to be charged, the activity
would have to be approved by
the local board and
superintendent, who would
have to pay for students who





abolished and instead voted to
increase the accountability of
local school districts.
The 1978 law provided $20
per student to local districts tn
make up for 'money lost
through fees, and required a
specific accounting for the
spending of $5 per student.
Sen. Ed O'Daniel, D-
Springfield, chairman of the
subcommittee, said it,was felt
the accounting . was





would be a step backward and
would open the law to abuse.
The committee approved an
amendment to require an
accounting for $10 of the $20
per student.
Sen. Robert Martin, ID-
Richmond, expressed concern
about the broad definition that
could be applied to "co-
cia-ricular activities," but
said the legislature will have
to depend on local superin-
tendents not to abuse it.
Another bill to require
special service 'districts to
have annual budgets, undergo
• - -auth"-a- afAe-ctr--
tificates with county clerks.
• listing their officers,
headquarters and other 'in-
formation — was reported
favorably by the Counties and
Special Districts Committee.-
"This is an accountability
statute," the bill's sponsor,
Sen. Jon Ackerson, R-
•
Louisville, told the committee.
Special districts, which can
have the power to levy taxes,
are set up to provide various
public services such as fire
protection, sewage and water
service.
Sen. Rictjard W.eisenberger,
D-Mayfield, chairman of the
Counties and Special Districts
Conunittee, said current law
provides little control over the
districts. "Often no one really
knows who is in charge or how
the money is being spent," he
said.
The Counties and Special
Districts Committee also
reported favorably a bill to
eliminate a two-year
residency requirement and a
requirement for filing a
photograph with the county
court clerk for non-elective
peace officers.
A third bill reported
favorably by the committee
would simplify the amend-
ment of proposed county
ordinances. The full amen-
dment could be printed after
an ordinance is proposed
without the entire ordinance




WAYNE WILLIAMS, right, presented an up-to-date history of tbe-21 year old Murray
Civitan Club that he had written to the members at the Meeting held Thursday evening at
Seven Seas Restaurant. Also at the meeting a Past-President plaque board and a Past
Civitan of the Year plaque boards were unveiled. Nick Horton, must recent -Civitan of the
Year" recipient, holds the boards along with Williams.
FBI Begin Investigation Of Gold
Disappearance From Oak Ridge Lab
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (API —
The FBI has started an M-
vestigation into what officials
called a "mysterious disap-
pearance" of 80 ounces of gold
from the government's Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.
Agent-in-charge Lawrence
Sarhatt said several FBI
agents were . sent to the lab
Thursday after the Depart-
ment of Energy reported the
$60,000 in gold missing.
FBI and Energy Depart-
ment officials refused to say
when or how the loss was
discovered or from where or
how Ion* the gold has been
Missing.
"The matter is being in-
vestigated at this time as a
possible violation of the theft
of government property
statute," Sarhatt said. He sal('
Armstrong Quits Cincinnati Post
CINCINNATI ( API — Neil
Armstrong, the first astronaut
to walk on the moon, has
resigned from his, teaching





television as Armstrong made
his famous walk in July 1969
and said as he planted his first
footstep on lunar soil that he
was taking "one small step for
man, one giant leap for
mankind."
Armstrong, who later left
the astronaut program after
further space trips were
shelved, has shunned publicity
since coming to the university




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AI') —
A program of testing and
evaluating public- school
teachers before they are
certified has been recom-
mended by the state Council
on Teacher Education and
Certification.
In a report released to the
General Asseintily Thursday,
the council said l'The teaching
profession has a unique op:
portunity at the present time
to be more selective in whom
it accepts into its ranks."
The 33-memmber council
makes recommendations for
the preparation and cer-
tification of teachers to the
state Board for Elementary
andSecondary Education.
The recommendation is
similar to one male by the
staff of the Council on Higher
Education last fall. However,
the Teacher Education
Council criticized the study for
not involving the entire
educational community.






almost totally absent," the
report said.
The report supports the role
of the Teacher Education
Council in determining
teacher education policies.
The report said the council
recently voted to recommend
utilization of the lesting
Free For The Asking!
WRITE
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURS
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
4
program and has set up a
committee to study and design
an assessment program.
The assessment would
consist of two parts. The first
would be a test of basic skills
as a criterion for entering or
remaining in a teacher
education program.
The secomd part would
consist of an assessement of
professional skills before a
teacher would be certified.
The assessment would include
skills in communication,
human relations, generic
teaching and subject matter
proficiency.
The report said the com-
mittee will study other states'
experiences in developing the
Kentucky assessment
program and gave„ no
timetable for implementation.
The council, study rejected
another recommendation of
the Council on Higher
Education staff that
enrollments in teacher
education programs should be
limited because of a surplus of
teachers.
"ImPosftion - of arbitrary
quotas forcing further
reduetions in enrollment in the
statesupported institutions
could quite possibly reduce
--Ahe-nintret orteattnerg beltru—
that needed by the Com-
monwealth," the report said.
"Clearly, the issue of
teacher supply and demand
requires a more thoughtful
response than simple
restriction of admissions."
The report said factors that




supply and demand in specific




The report also asked "To
what extent do we wish to




Cars listed have been reduced $800.00
1979 Mercury Marquis Brougham 4-Door, Was $6300.00 Now $5500.00. Only 12,000 miles, likenew.
1978 Pontiac Bonneville Landau 2-der hardtop, was $5300.00 Now 94500.00 Only 16,000miles,fully equipped.
1977 Chrysler New Yorker 4-Door Brougham, was $4400.00 Now $3600.00. Only 44,000 miles,like new.
1979 Chevrolet Four Wheel Drive with fiberglass topper, was $6600.00 Now 95800.00.
Automatic power steering, power brakes, air conditioning.
1977 Dodge Powe Wa n - 4x4 Pickup Was $4400.00. Now 93600.00. Air conditioning, powersteering, po s, clean.
.$800 ,will buy lots of gas,
•All other used cars marked down!
•Buy them now and save!
Hatcher Auto Sales
515 South 12th Street - Murray. 753-4961
preparation programs to
Kentuckians who are qualified
to enter programs that reflect
their interests and 'career
aspirations, while in other
states there are no such
restrictions?"
The report also recom-
mended that 'consideration
should be given to expanding
the teacher - preparation
program, possibly beyond the
four-year undergraduate




money on teacher education
without thoughtful planning
will not 4uarantee its
quality," the report said. "We
cannot expect high quality
teacher preparation
programs, however, if we
continue to fund them at levels
substantially below those of
every other profession."
Evansville Execution
Victims Laid To Rest
By NANCY SHULINS,
Associated Press Writer
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (API —
Patrick Gilligan and his
family, victims of an
execution-style slaying, were
laid to rest in an Evansville
cemetery following a funeral
service of tears and prayers.
"Today is a very difficult
day for all of us," said the
Rev. Theodore Tempel, who
asked mourners at St. Theresa
Church to let the Gilligans'
"love and faith overshadow'
the tragedy of their deaths."
Patrick Gilligan, his wife
Mwrtkes435tth20,-andther4 -
children, Lisa, 5, and Gregory,
4, were shot to death Monday
night. Police said the family
apparently surprised a
burglar upon returning home
from an outing.
Donald Ray Wallace Jr., 22.
of Evansville, is being held on
four preliminary counts of
murder in connection with the
slayings.
Detectives from the county
sheriff's department said they




Many of the 400 moaners at
Thursday's service sobbed
quietly as Tempel told them
the family's death "is not the
end of their lives."
"Their passage from this
world to the love of God
celebrates the fulfillment of a
promise given in their bap-
tism — the promise of eternal
life."
Below the altar lay four
caskets — two large, two
small. Lisa Gilligan was
buried with a little doll: her
brother, with a worn teddy
bear.
"Holy Father, help us to be
aware of your presence,
Tempel said. "We are sad that
Patrick, Theresa, Lisa and
Gregory were with us such a
short time, and we are still
stunned by their tragic
deaths."
Mourners prayed and sang
hymns in hoarse, choked
voices that blended with
muffled sobs. "So senseless."
they said. "So sod."
Tempel said the Gilligans'
deaths "have influenced all
people."
."This is the, international
year of the family...—. and I
•rennet help but be atrueli-bY
the contradiction of all this."
he said.
"We know the Gilligans
were a beautiful family — and
many times we all take family
life for granted."
-Tempel asked mourners to
join hands, "to remind our-
selves that we are one
family."
"The sadness of death gives
way to the hope of im-
mortality," he said. "Our God
does not leave us in death."
After the service, Mrs.
Gilligan's parents, Dorothy
and Lawrence Siahm, walked
stiffly from the church, their
eyes red from crying.
Later, at St. Joseph Catholic
Cemetary, Mrs. Sahm wept
openly in the arms of her other
daughter, Diana Harrington.
es.* 




He was unavailable for
comment on his decision.
Armstrong joined the
university in August 1971 after
resigning from his position as
deputy associate ad-
ministrator of-aeronautics,for
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
He also worked as an
associate director of the
Institute for Applied Inter-
disciplinary Research, which
is headed by chest surgeon Dr.
Henry Heimlich„ developer of
a widely used method of
treating persons who are
choking.
The institute also is involved




resignation was not made






Henry Winkler) that he was
contemplating resigning."
"Dr. Winkler talked to him
about the possibility of
becoming an adjunct
professor and he apparently is
considering that possiblility,"
Service said.





Last year, Armstrong began
doing television commercials
for Chrysler Corp. and was
appointed to the board of
directors of United Airlines. .
He also resigned from the
board of the Greater Cin-
cinnati International Airport
to avoid, a possible conflict of
Irife'reaf. — "-
Armstrong and his wife,
Jan, reside on a farm near
Lebanon. - •
the statute calls for a prison
sentence of up to 10 years and-
or a fine of up to $10,000 upon
-conviction.
Wayne . Range, a DOE
spokesman, said the
laboratory uses small
amounts of gold and other
precious metals in its
research and development
programs.
"We're riot saying anything
more than that we asked theni
to investigate for possible
theft," Range said. "We don't
want to tear up their in-
vestigation."
The probe follows the arrest
of four people last week in the
theft of 40 ounces of gold from
a government uranium
enrichment plant in Paducah.
Ky., under the jurisdiction of
DOE's Oak Ridge Operations.
• Two of those arrested were
employees of Union Carbide
Corp., which operates the
plants under a contract with
the government. The other
two men arrested were
McCracken Co u t
schoolteaqhers.
Officials said there is..
nothing to indicate that the
two cases are related.
Circuit Jury To Deliberate
On Recommending
Sentence For Wheat
GULFPORT. Miss. 1AP -
A-Harrison County Circuit
Court jury deliberates today
on whether to recommend the
death sentence or life in prison
for Kenneth Wheat, convicted
in the July slaying of a Ken-
tucky man.
A Harrison County Circuit
Court jury took only one hour
Thursday night to judge
Wheat guilty in the slaying of
Joseph Mayer, 24, of Paducah,
Ky. Mayer and his bride
Theresa, 21, were shot to
death north of Pass Christian
on July 29 as they passed
through the Gulf Coast on
their honeymoon. Wheat was
convicted and sentenced to life
in prison last month for thi
murder of Mrs. Mayer.
The second phase of the trial
begins today, when the jury
considers whether to
recommend death in
Mississippi's gas chamber or
life in prison.
Wheat showed no emotion
when the verdict was read. He
did not testify in his defense in
either trial, and the two
defense witnesses called
Thursday testified for only 25
'minutes.




• Children or adults
posed Indsvidually or
groups
• I,rntt •04e fn
portrait per family
• Choose your lists Irons
several poses
• Excellent gustily and
rotor r•production
• Portraits rnll he
debsered to our
store
A FREE GIFT FROM OUR STORE
ANKING YOU FOR SHOPPING WITH U
For 3 Big Days At Uncle Jeff's
Discount Store In Murray
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We will make every effort to - contact all *
businesses in order that they may participate
in this Section. Our deadline for this Section is *
Wednesday, January 23rd.
•
If we failed to contact you please give the ad-
vertising dept. a calfat...
.753-1919• 
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FINANCIAL AID WEEK — The week of Jan. 20-26 will be proclaimed Financial Aid
Awareness Week in Murray and Calloway County, according to a proclamation signed by
Judge-Executive Robert O. Miller (left) and Mayor Melvin B. Henley (right). Also pictured
is Joyce Gordon, coordinator of student employment at Murray State -University.
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS 6 Felonies
1 Helmsman 7 Eye part s
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Governor Implements Plan For CLASSIFIEDS
2. Notice
Proposed State Center For Arts  
By GEORGE W. HACKErr
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) _
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
implemented his plan (or
Louisville's proposed Ken-
tucky Center for the Arts by,
selecting a number of civic
leaders to " handle con-
struction, financing and
operation of the multimillion
dollar project.
Brown also said Thursday
that Humana, Inc., a locally-
based -hospital management_
firm, had made a "challenge
gift" oof $1 million in the drive
to collect a $6 million en-
downment fund.
-The arts center will go
forward," Brown told an--
outdoor news conference.. -"It
will serve as a catalyst for the
redevelopment of downtown
Louisville, a prierity in my
Brown said Wendell Cherry,
resident of Huinana, will
sers as chairman of the
pm ate, non-profit cor-
poration that will have overall
responsibility for the arts
Center.%
rhe governor said Barry
timdiam Sr. and Tom Simons
III act as co-chairmen of an
eildwrnent fund'to raise'
looney to help meet operating
—Bingham is baud
(Norman of The Courier-
Journal and The Louisville
limes; Sinlons is president
and chief executiVe'offcer of
Capital Holding Corp.
Brown, who had trimmed
the state's commitment in the
(('titer from $35 million to $23
saidbe would pii:sb for
Law Shaped To Fit Kentucky
By MARIA BRADEN -
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, K. (AP) —
Kentucky's strip mine law will
be shaped to suit the state and
will not be _a duplication of
federal law, State Natural
Resources Secretary Jackie
Swigart has said.
"My department does not
intend to duplicate federal law
word for word," Mrs'. Swigart
told legislators Thursday.
"Let me assure you of that."
She told the House Com-
mittee on Natural Resources
and the Environment that she
is aware of the Coal industry's
concern that state law not be
more stringent than federal
law.
However, she said Ken-
tucky's law must meet
minimum federal standards in
order for the state to achieve
primacy.
She said it is important fbr
Kentucky to win federal ap-
proval to enforce its own
, regulatory program. "Any
time you can keepthat control
close to home, you're better
off," she said.
Gene Brandenburg, - com-
missioner Of the,department's
Bureau for Surface Mining,
added that Kentucky would
lose about $40 million in
federal severance tax
revenues for reclamation of
abandonned strip mine sitesif
it fails to achieve primacy.
Several legislators
questioned whether Kentucky
should revise its law to comply
with federal requirements, in
light of a recent Virginia
federal court ruling striking




said he was particularly
concerned about _sections
allowing a third party to
petition that an area be
deemed unsuitable for Mining,
and providing for prepayment
of penalties for mining
violations. He said he, believes
both are unconstitutional.
Rep. Hoover Dawahare, D-
..ii.Vhitesburg,said the section of
the law requiring return of
strip-mined hillsides to their
approximate original contour
'hurts Eastern Kentucky the
most.
, Mrs. Swigart said that if the
state waits until it has all the
answers to those questions it •
could Miss the deadline for
achieving primacy. Kentuckl-
must submit proposed
legislation and regulations to






NEW BOY IN MY
CLASS SAID HE'D
DROP OVER FOR A
VISIT TONIGHT
BEETLE BAILEY 
. 04000, BOY! I
DON'T REMEMBER
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THAT'S WHERE THE \
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WHEN YOU SLAPPED HIM
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THE BACK OF' YOUR HEAD 3
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have enacted an acceptable
I;cw by April 15.
• If we get bogged down in a
discussion of how valid the
Virginia ruling I is for Ken-
tucky. we may lose the whole
thing." she said.
Mrs. Swigart also said a
determination of how the
Virginia ruling applies to
Kentucky cannot be made
until the U.S. Supreme Court
rules in the case.
Asked by Deskins if the
state is going to "bang heads
with the federal government
when it comes down to areas
of serious -constitutional
conflict," Mrs. Swigart said,.
••We have to see what the final
decision is." _
However, she said she is
optimistic that Kentucky can
shape. its strip mine program
to suit the state. "I don't think •
the final chapter is written
yet," she said.
Mrs. Swigart said her staff
is currently meeting with OSM
representatives to learn
exactly what changes may be
needed in state law, and plans
to discuss those changes early
next week with Deskins and
Sen. Kenneth Gibson, D-




The two committees are
charged with reviewing the
state's proposed strip mine
legislation enabling Jefferson
County to raise the hotel-motel
tax by 3 percent.
He said that Louisville, if
the board of aldermen agrees
would issue $2.5 million in
bonds to build a parking
garage. Bonds would be paid
off with parking fees.
Mayor William Stansbury
told Brown that he anticipated
no problem with the bond
issue. "This is, indeed a fan-
tastic day," the mayor added.
Jefferson- • County • Judge
Mitch McConnell said he
supported the4ricrease in the 3
percent transient room tax.
Income from the tax, if ap-
proved by fiscal court, would
pay for the anticipated
$800,000 to $1.2 million deficit
at the center. •
In announcing Humana's
gift, Brown explained that the
hospital chain had pledged $1
million for the endownment
fund over a four-year period at
the rate of $200,000 for each $1
million of other contributions,
up to $5 million.
"The arts center will give
Louisville a chance not only to
think big but act big," Brown
declared.
Before leaving office, Gov.
Julian Carroll had approved
$35 million for the project but
. Brown cut it back to $23
million, insisting there be
more local involvement in the
4 arts center.
Brown then assigned
William T. Young, Lexington
business executive and vice
chairman of his cabinet, to
design an alternate financial
plan. _
"He has come up with a
healthy concept," Brown said
Thursday. "It enables the
' city, county and state to- he
partgnrearm.,s importantin an pornro  .
Other members of the
corporate board, in addition to
Cherry, are Mrs. Ora Atkins,
wife of the chairman and chief
executive officer of Ashland
Oil  Inc.; Joe Medalie. Bowling
- Green business executive: J.
David Grissom, chairman of
Citizens Fidelity Corp.; Frank
Hower, chairman of Liberty
National Bank & Trust CO.;
Gordon Davidson. an at-
torney:- A. Steven Miles, chief
executive officer and
president of First Kentucky
National Corp.; Leonard B.
Marshall,. chairman and
president of United Kentuckir
Inc.; and Mrs. W. -Fielding
Rubel, all from Louisville.
Nordic Museum Exhibit
Of Blue Jeans Does




( AP) — Tucked away in a
corner of this Scandanavian
city's massive Nordic
Museum is an exhibit far
. removed _ from the usual
diiplays about Vikings and
Swedish kings.
Instead of delving into the
past, this exhibit attempts to
describe the present day in.
this country of 8million. ' •
, This 'exhibit is about blue
jeans.
Inga- Wintzell, who works in
the textile department of the
Nordic -Museum — Sweden's
version of the Smithsonian —
says the exhibit isn't as far-
fetched as it sounds.
Walk down any Stockholm
street. .through any of the
neighborhoods scattered
about the massive ar-
chipelago, -walk into an
.111EACES®,..,,
"Men of lofty genius when
they are doing the least
work are the most active."
•- Leoparo da Vinci.
Declarer got busy in his
play of today's deceptive
game. Unfortunate. Had he
done less work- himself, he
might bave found the way to
allow the-opponents to do it
for him.
East put up the spade
king at -trick one and declar-
er won the ace. A trump was
led to dhmmy's king and
another came back to
declarer's ace. WeSt
discarded`and now declarer
had a sure trump 'loser.
▪ The club king was cashed
next and a losing club
finesse went to East's dou-
bleton queen. East led a sec-
ond spade and declarer won
the queen.
All hopes now rested in
the club suit and declarer
would still have made the
game if East had at least
three clubs — declarer
would discard a spade on
dummy's fourth club.
Unluckily for declarer,
East ruffed the third club
and the defense took a spade
and a diamond to beat the
hand one trick. -
North Made some noises
about misgueSsing both"
queens', but that is not where
declarer made his mistake.
To make the hand, declarer
should play to avoid risking
a club finesse.
After winning the spade
ace, the. two -high trumps
fail to drop the queen and
East is left with his trump
trick. Declarer now leads a
diamond to dummy's king.




Now declarer cashes his
high diamond and surren-
ders the lead by leading, his
third spade. West wins, but
the same result would be
obtained had East won the
NORTH I-18-A
4753






• A 106 5
4 7 6 4 2
EAST
• K 6 2
• Q 6 5



















Opening lead Jack of
spades
trick. The defense is forced
to lead the club suit or to
offer a ruff and discard to
eliminate the guess.
It takes a "lofty genius"
to. be most active while
















South has a choice of three no
trump or four hearts and
,Iitere is no reason not 'to .play
in the known trump fit.
- - -
Send bridge. questions to The Aces,
P0 Hoz 12353. Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
foe reply -
restaurant — and blue jeans
hit you right' between the eyes
Everybody seems to be
wearing blue jeans in some
Some boys and girls wear
the looser variety; others
seem poured into . the pants.
Girls wear denim bikinis anti
skirts, swing denim purses
and wear clogs — a wooden
casual shoe — covered in
jeans material.- •-
Underwear, although.cotton
orrsillt, is designed like a pair
of jeans. Soap, deodorant,
after shave and even soft
drinks are packaged, in
denimdesign containers.
-"The denim fashion is very
profound here in Sweden,"
Mrs. Wintzell said. "Swedish
museums have decided to give
priority to documentations of
today, . and the textile
department here decided to
document jeans because jeans
are so very typical for today,
for this time.
"This exhibition," she
bontrnued, "is not an
,,e411AaligiL9L
I exhibition of an .epoch of
 today."
Hence the title of the
exhibition: 'leans- —, and
Much More."
"It was about 1950 that they
started producing jeans in
Sweden," she said. "Of
course, it was their connection
with the United States — the
people coming from there and
the Swedish people going to
the United States and coming
back with impressions — and
when you started_ wearing
jeans, tliey wanted theni
here."
That was easier said than
done.
"It was only in 1960 that they
cinildimport to Sweden from
the United States," she said, a
breakthrough that proved to
be a gold mine for American
producers. The. Swedish ap-
petite for jeans appears to be
insatiable. The Swedes pay $50
— and more — for a pair of
American jeans, even though
the Swedish counterpart costs
half that.
The • exhiibition examines
the blue-jean- phenomenon
from many angles. Posters
depict the sales. pitch used to
sell jeans, while other posters
use jean-clad "with it" models
as a come-on to sell cars,
tennis rackets, record albums,
even dog food.
' Display cases contain new
jeans—aid and faded jeans,
refurbished and decorafril
_ jeans, a facsimile of the first
pair of American jeans and a
pair of the first jeans
produced in-Sweden.
There's also a section
picturing Sweden's leading
citizens deckked out in denim.
King Carl XVI Gustaf is shown
' wearing' jeans while crewing
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Persons interested in joining
Barter Co-op call 436 2565 or
436-2333 before 5 pm
What we do best is care -
Needline 7 3 6333
SH AK LE E
Products for more
healthful life naturally.
We'll call on you.
759-1904
We can transform black







Sunday? 75 9 4444.
For Teens Freedom
of What Price? 759-
4445.
Free Store 159-460U 
John 14 15 -It ye la* me,
keep my commandments II
John I 9, -Whosoever tran-
sgresseth and abidelh not in
the doctrine Of Christ hath not
God He that abideth in the
doctrine ot Christ. he hath the
Father and the Son Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's 11
AM and 6 PM Bible study, 6 til
8 evenings Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations ap-
preciated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
•
LARGEST STONE
The "treat Star of Africa,"
weighing 530 carats, is set in
the Imperial Sceptre and is on










r--- ' CLASSIFIED AD i
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
n the date you specify you
must adhere to the followin
eadlines. An ad must be call-
d'or brought in by 12 noon
the day before in order to ap-
pear in the next days paper,
with the exception of ads t
tart in Monday's paper-, they
must be called at brought in by
-- 10 AM on Saturday. -
To have an ad cancelled
before . publication you wili
ieed to contact us by. 8 AM
that morning in order for it not .
4to appear in that days edt ion. i





store on 280. An-







Rew.ard. offered for return of
white. Persian cat with black
ears arid tail, lost in Pantitama
Shores area on January 2nd -
COntact Peggy Hunter, lit.5,
Box 1065 or phone 436-2207. 
Reward! Lost or stolen Male.
Boar do frcnn vicinity of Glen- •
r-datt Ro IrrePkgsrtiogwoorT •
Drive. Disappeared Friday
about-midnight. Children's pt
Fawn or tan with alot of white
around neck, face. ahd feet
Wearing '3 collars, red leather,
..blatir nylon, and Ilea. Cafttfib, .
bard. 753-5598

























































Lost Small Beagle in area of
Ledbetter Church, wearing III
collar with F M Clements It
found call John Clements 753,
1996 $25 reward' *
Lost. Timex watch on January
5th. around Beauty School or
Post Office Call 753-7935 or
753-0112. Reward' 
6. Help Wanted-
Babysitter needed in my home
8 am to 1 pm frve days a week
Must have references Call /59-
1816 after 4 pm
Housewives, build a career
around your family on a fun
party plan $10 per hour Set
Your own hours Princess
House For information call
382-2663 See in Woman's Day
January issue
WOR LPN. Ideal part time-job-
for Murray resident not working
full time. No patient care, flex-
ible hours, excellent pay. (901)
424-2926 or write Mrs. Couch,
516 Lambuth. Jackson, TN
38301
Texas Oil Company needs
dependable person who can
work without supervision in
Murray, KY. Contact customers.
Age unimportant, but maturity
is. We train. Write D.E Dick.
President, Southwestern









Wanted iinmediately RN or
LPN for 11 to 7 shift. excellent
-i/ilafy with shift differentials
Insure plan with PCS, drug
card, vacations, and holidays.
Care Inn, 4th & Indiana.
Mayfield, 247-0200.
9. Situation Wanted
Will do housecleaning. Call
767-2939 
10. Bus. Opportunity 
Real Estate development needs
venture capitol from private
sources Participation offered.
Finder's fees,guaranteed Con-
tact R. Spurlock, Spann Realty
Associates, 905 Sycamore,
Murray. KY 42071 Phone
(502)753-7724
6. Help 
Service Station and Grocery
Store in Coldwater for sale,
$50,000 or will trade Any
reasonable offer will be con-
sidered 753-8498
Young, aggressive, degreed ac-
countant for immediate posi-
tion as Internal Auditor and
Budget Analyst Salary range
$12,000 to $15,000 Contact. •
Treasurer, Plumley Rubber Co,





Is offering classes in
ained Glass and
wood carving. For in-
formation call or
write: Wallis Stained




class starts March 10, 1980.
Enrollment limited -Apply now.
Call (615) 526-3660 or write
Cumberland School or Medical
technology, .321 N Washington,
Cookeville, TN 38501.
Wallis Stained Glass is offering
classes in stained glass and
wood carving. For information
call or write: Wallis Stained
Glass, Hwy 121 West, Murray,
KY. 489-2613. 
14. Want To Buy 
Used fishing boats. motors, and
trailers, $2000 and under. Call
753-3672.
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm
Wanted to buy .,Used mobile
homes, 10'. 12', and 14 wide
Call 527-8322
15. Articles For Sale
1963 Duke, 2 bedroom, 10x50
house trailer, $1500; 15 ft.
Dolphin fiberglass boat and
trailer. $325; boat trailer. $75,
three-quarter acre lot, near
Aurora, $1250, 1955 Diamond
T. 2-ton truck, 16 ft. steel bed.-
air brakes, $350. 753-8127.
200 foot good used fence for
dog pen or etc . and 12 posts
$150 East school jacket, size
14 $21) Call alley, 4 pm, 474-
8866
NOTICE
The Housing Awniarty 01 Murray, KY is accepting applications for the
position DI Elecuiwe DifeCt0f. Responsibilities inciode directing Housing
Alitbvity employees in operation of a 192-unit Homing ArAoriti.
iidiyidsal most have management and budgetary capabilities and be
die to work with people Person selected most be able to pass Public
Sarriair. atikl rartfikaltioe. - - -
Job will require knowledge of HUD regulation, es will as Mhos typical
federal and slate laws pertaining to, Of Medias, public Housing
Authority. Individual will be under the direction of a 5-member Housing
Authority Board.
Applications and a general job description may be obtained at the
Housing Authority Office at 716 Kash Drive. The Hoosin i Authority Board
will accept applications until 4:00 p.m. February 1. if NY Applications
received Of post marked later than this date will not be considered.
Salary commensurate with qualifications and eiperience. An tout op-
portunity employer
1979 Pontiac Trans Am, T-Top, loaded
1978 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all extras, reduced
$1000.00 for quick sale.
1977 Cadillac Eldorado, one owner, new car tradein.
1977 Mark V, low mileage, all extras
1977 Grand Prix, white, extra clean.
1977 Grand P&L, blue, extra dean.
1976 Oldsmobile Regency, four door, new car trade
in.
197$ Chevrolet Caprice, 2 door, one owner, new car
trade in, double power and air.
1974 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, black, double power
and air, extra clean
1974 Oldsmobile 88, four door, double power and air
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Wagon, clean, moon roof
1974 Dodge Custom Wagon, nine passengers, double
power and air
1973 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser Wagon, double
power and air
1973 Mercury, four door, double power and air, gold
1973 Buick Regal, two door, one owner, new car









15. Articles For Sale
Racking horse, 7 years old
with English saddle and bridle
Also 17' Runabout with 115 hp
Evinrude motor Call 753-8567
after 5 pm 
16. Home Furnishings 
Amana upright freezer, frost-
free, new condition 753-0347
Chest of drawers; various end
tables; formal Victorian couch:
Desk and chair and gold leaf
'vim Call 153-13111.. _ _
For sale: Red carpet, 9x12, ex-
cellent condition. Also baby's
crib and mattress. 2 years old.
Call 753-8643. .
KENNEDyiN801
SrEESFor site New first class rug.
never been used, size
109x107", wine colored We got creamed on Iran. Now it's this
Cost $125. will sell for $75 or Afghanistan primary."
best offer 759-4702.
For sale Bunk beds. Call after
430, 753-7755 
19. Farm Equipment 
For sale John Deere 1911"
double fold disc, $6250: John
Deere 13' chisel plow. $1850,
John Deere cultimulcher, 15',
$3000, John Deere 6-16"
plows, semi-mounted, $3250,
John Deere six row cultivator,
$1850. Call after 5 pm, 489-
2141.
966 International tractor, plow,
disc, chisel plow, cultivator
and 4 row drill. Call 382-2327.
FUME MATERIALS
Chain link fence, 3 to
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
rail, barbwire, wood,
and steel post, gates,
Dog kennels. Also pipe
and tubing for struc-
tural use.




Hwy. 60 W. Paducah, Kyl
M-Farmall with 2 row New Idea
corn picker, both in excellent
condition. 753-9501,
165 Massey Ferguson diesel,
1400 hours, excellent condi-
tion 753-9507
Tractor for sale, 135 Massey
Ferguson, gas 492-8265 after
6 pm 
20. Sports Equipment 
Browning automatic 12 guage,
3" magnum, made in Belguim.
real barrel. Like new. $325
firm. 753-1208.
Used commercial whirlpool
with filterss and pumps. Free




R.C.A. 19 inch color portable,
like new, $100. 753-2385.
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25" color t w. Warranted.
Clayton's - J & B Music, 753-
7575. 
27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale: 12x50 mobile home
located at Fox Meadows. Cen-
tral air, gas heat, two
bedrooms. washer and dryer.
carpeted. Underpinning and
large storage shed included.
Landscaped. Call after 5 pm.
753-8847.
For sale Two bedroom mobile
home, 12x34, furniture in-
cludes kitchen appliances only.
Call 489-2387
1979 Mobile home. 1470. 3
beddrooms, 2 full baths, elec- •
tric heat and air with heat 37. Livestock-Supplies
pump Dishwasher and stove.
$13.500. Call 753-0062 after 3 Timothy and Fescue hay. Call
' Pm. 7591330.
34. Houses For Rent
For rent: Three bedroom house
in country. Call 492-8225.
For rent: Two bedroom house,
stove; refrigerator washer and
dryer. Rent. $225 per month,
plus deposit, and references.
No pets. Phone 492-8662.
Unfurnished 5 bedroom house.
Central gas heat. Ideal for large
family or several individuals.
753-5791.






Drives little and save alotl Us-
ed organ, used Spinet and
orrettAlanos, Rent a_ new _
piano tom- reiefi's-NliutiE I-TN.. downtown Paris since
1926.
So long Santa! But why, did
you leave us so many pianos
and 'organs? Must sell at our
cost, some for only $20 a mon-
th Also used pianos and
organs Hurry back Santa, but
please don't make us play.San-
ta next January Clayton's - I &







Firewood, 18 inch, 24 inch,
Oak and Hickory, $25.00 rick.
Fancy natural honey $4.50 qt.
Call 489-2327.
Firewood for sale: $11.50 a
rick, $22.50 delivered. Delivery





Call 753-9871 after 5
p.m. 767-4441.
Flower stand, three tiered, 5'5"
tall, 21/2x34 black wrought
iron, one year old, excellent
condition. Call 759-4651. .
Firewood, seasoned, any
length, delivered. $25 per rick.
Barrer Tree Service, 73-8536 
25. Business Services
Murray Maid Service clians
, your home any afternoon Call
753-5137 after 2 pm 
26. TIPRadio
25 inch RCA color t.v.,
automatic, $250.1n good con-
dition. Phone 753-6531.
1978, 14x64 Two bedroom
trailer. furnished with washer
and dryer. central air, under-
pinning and concrete steps.
$12.000. Call 474-8822.
12x60 Two bedroom, one full
bath. Everything goes. Phone
753-2607. 
28. Mob. Home Rents
12x60 trailer, natural gas, very
clean. Located in Murray city
limits. No pets. Call 489-2118.
Trailer lot for rent Call 759-
1799
Two bedroom mobile home for
rent. One bedroom mobile
home. $125 per month, $100
deposit. Call 474-8805 after 5
pm.
Two bedroom trailer, private
lot, water furnished, couples or
boys. Referenced people only
753-4726. 
32. f!pts. For Rent 
Furnished paTeni near
downtown Murray. Call 753-
4109.
New 2 bedroom apartment





2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.
Nice 2 bedroom house, near
lake. 9 miles from Murray.
Fireplace, very economical to
heat $150 per month Call
436-2224 or 759-1354 after 6
pm.
Two bedroom apartment,
carpeted, central heat and air,
water, stove, and refrigerator
furnished. 1414 Vine St. .
Vacant 2 bedroom furnished
apartment in country. $100 per
month. Call, evenings, 753-
8333 or 753-6421. 
33. Rooms for Rent
One room efficiency apart-
_ ment. $90. Located corner of
16th and Olive, by University.
Call 753-6737 after 5 pro.
Room for rent, one block from
University, all utilities includ-
ed. $70 per month. Call 753-









Attack dogs for sale. Dober-
mans and Rottweilers. Training
for your dog. Wildfire Kennels,
Paducah, KY, 554-5976.
AKC registered St Bernard
puppies. 502-362-4064
Beginning d9g obedience
classes, all dogs from two mon-
ths up- are trainable. Have a
better behaved companion.
Call 436-2858.
For sale: AKC registered Dober-
man Pincher, house trained.
black and rust. 753-8603.
Great Danes, two Kiult
females, one will be in, season
this month. Also two 4 month
old puppies. Give us an offer.
Must sell! 753-4106.
Pit Bull dog puppies for sale
1-901-364-202 
41. Public Sale
43. Real Estate  43. Real Estate
Look us over before ye look
around When you're ready to
buy airtime, you need a lot of
questions answered Like what
kmd of trimming to best?
Where are the schools? Shopp-
ing Centers? What about the
paperwork that's usually involv-
ed? Get the lump on these and
other questions by calling Cen-
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
at 753-1492. We have lust this
kind of information that makes
your house hunting easier.
Practically new home on dou-
ble lot, has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, with central heat and
air. Immediate possession,
owner must sell/ Asking











look at this; Modern 3
BR., brick, extra large
large kitchen w/dinet-
te, new appliances for-
mal dining, central
heat and air, deep
well, 13.7 acres, 8
tend., 4 in Umber.
Located V2 way bet-
ween Murray and





3 bedroom and one
unit offers 2 bedrooms.
The 3 bedroom unit
has a living room, kit-
chen and dining area
and a full bath. The 2
bedroom unit has a
living and dining com-
bination, bath and
large patio. Call today
for more information.
We're sold on your house
before we sell it,. Our theory is
simple We take the time to
know your house, price it car-
Garage sale. Thursday and Fri_ rectly. and discover it's distinc-
wt. -nth *taw
Manor Recreation room', 9 am sold on it, it's much easier to
til 4 pm. find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then we even save you
time after the sale by help0
with time-consuming paper-
work. It's all a matter of -spen-
ding our time wisely. so it
doesn't waste yours. 'This is just
another reason you should call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors today at 753-1492
Acres of happiness! Three love-
ly wod acres are included
with this charming 3 bedroom
2 bath cedar sided home with
king room and den, central
'electric heat and air. A
decorator's dream. Call Spann







Call Century /1 Loretta Jobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service...because changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself. In a word it's called ad-
justment Moving from home to
home and neighborhood to
nieghborhood
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere .The schools, piths,
shopping facilities. Now for the ,
ingenious part...VIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present home from another ci-
ty, then help that family adjust
to your neighborhood. Sound
- familiar? It's the same thing
we defor you someplace else.
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor-
mation On this service.





, 'Ilk 47i- j
:ton Ti.nn .
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One, 1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass, serial
4 3.157C7D227820. Will be offered and sold to the
highest bidder on Wednesday, February 6, 1980, 10
a.m., at Parker Ford, Inc., 701 Main St., Murray
(Calloway County), KY. This -unit may be inspected
anytime during business hours at the above address












eaves, and new roof.
You can really be an
energy fighter
because the central
gas heat has a new
wood furnace as an





Don't dream a home,
buy one! This lovely
hoine has 3- large
bedrooms with Walk-in
closets, 2 baths, large
sunny kitchen with
pantry, neutral car-




extras. Attic could be
finished out for 3-4 ad-
ditional rooms.
Located in one of
Murray's best sub-
'divisions. Owner
moving out of state.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all





36 x 187 building on 80
x 200 lot. Now rented
for $705.00 per month
and .has more rental
space available. Buy
this and get a good






veneer house on 42











45. Farms For Sale
For sale: 32 acres of farm land
in Backusburg area. Call 489-
2195 after 5 pm. 
46. Homes For Sale
Five bedroom, two story brick
house, central gas heM. Call
753-5791 9 AM til 4:30 PM.
House for sale by owner. 106 S
13th St. Call 753-0305.
Older three bedroom home,
..,1/4 acre lot, 183' frontage on
641 S. Kitchen and living room
remodeled. New carpet. new
bath. Small barn, chicken
house, smoke house. good well
and 2 gardens. Under $13.000.
Will consider 10 per cent con-
tract or rent with option. Call
498-8913 after 5 pm.
48. Auto. Services
Four white spoke wheels, will

















1975 AMC- Hornet Hatchback, 6
cylinder, automatic, power and
air, five new tires, good gas.
-- mitatc,--$-X00-.- t'ff+2;'-
' wagon wheels-tires, to fit five
bolt VW. And an AM-FM CB
stereo. Make offer. 153-8240.
19/3 Caps 2000. 56.000
miles, new tires, good mileage.
Call 753-9671.
1919 Corvette. white. Jenson
sound system. Low mileage.
Call after 5 pm. 753-9422.
1913 Camaro, green with black
stripes. 350 automatic. new
Goodyear GT radials, brakes
and shocks. New Craig stereo,
etc. best offer. 753-1567.
1969 Chevelle, new 396 SS
and 49- turbow trans. pos.
reatceKcl. $700. 498-8716. 
1976 Datsun F-I0. Hatchback,-
33.000 miles, excellent condi-
tion, Michelin radial tires, 5-
speed, over 30 mpg. $3000.
Call 753-1913.
1975 Firebird Trans Am, new
tires, tilt. air conditioned. AM-
FM stereo, 4-speed. Price
-12195. Phone 7539710. 
1970 Ford Torino. 35.368 ac-
tual miles. power steering,
brakes, 302 motor, excellent
gas mileage. Extra good condi-
tion. Call 753-3796.
For sale: 1974 El Camino.
sharp! 436-5880.
1978 Grand Prix, low mileage,
excellent condition Call 753-
,8277
250 cc Honda Trail- bike, ex-
cellent condition, $390. Call
753:9920.
1966 Mustang, very good con-
dition. 753-7367.
1974 Monte Carlo, nice Call
753-8149
Nice 1973 Cutlass S-350. good
condition. 11000 Call 753-
9872 anytime.
49. Used Cars 
1975 VW Rabbit. new paint
battery AM-FM radio steel
radial tires excellent condi-
tion Below market price 522-
8469 , 
50. Med TrUckt •
1975 Chevrolet tour wheel
drive Can be seen at 805
Poplar Murray.
1976 Datsun pickup 4--speed
with camper shell Call ?59-
1561 from 8 AM to 5 PM
1-914 ford -Renter XII iscistra
excellent condition $2500
Call 474-8822




rear window, radio, -





on, dual exhaust, large.
wheel covers, large ,
work bumper, front
bumper guards, rails
on side of bed. Ex-
cellent truck in every
way. 16 MPG, call
James Hamilton, 753-
9400 after 5 p.m.
1978 F-100 pickup 382-2327
1973 GMC pickup, automatic.
350. 2 barrel carborator. full
power. Call 436-2555.
1973 International Trawelall
truck. model 1010, 8 cylinder.
automatic transmission, air
conditioned. radio. heater,
power, clean Anxious to sell.
$1195 Call 753-8050 or. 753-
6500. 
Special on truck bed covers.
We have fiberglass and
aluminum, sizes to fit long
beds, short beds, and courier
trucks. Parker Ford, 753-5273.
52. Boats and Motors
1976 Hydro-Sport bass boat,




AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel-
ing and maintenance.
References. ..duaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
753-5827.
Concrete and-block work. Block
.Ea_oges-ha.sernerits, f111110414.,
walks, patios. steps, • free
estimates. 753:5476.
53. Services Offered
Byers Brothers & Von-General
home remodeling framing ,
aluminum siding gutters &no
rooting Call 1-395-4967 or 1
362-4895. _
Driveways *Me rocked and
graded free estimates Clifford
Garrison. 753 5429. after 4
pm 
FenceSales It Sears now Caii
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs-
corlieripsjay Sea, STLars n •
tinous gutter; installed per
your specificatioriS Call Sears,
753-1310 for free estimates
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe- Smith Carpet Center the
people who know carpets Call
753-6660 for free estimates




Haying trouble getting thiti6N
done aroun,d the horoe7 Plumb-
ing, carpentry. rooting' Cal:
753-8950
Herndon's Welding. Route 6
Box 154. 153-9507
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call 'Sears, 753-
2310, for free estimates.
Licensed electrician. Prompt
efficent service. Reasonable
rates. Call Ernest White 153-
0605.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating iastallation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Mobile home anchors and
underpinning, aluminum or
fiberglass. Also patio awnings
and carports, single or double.
Jack Glover. 753-1873 after 6
pm.
Mark Smith. masonary contac-
tor; fireplaces, this built,
chimney repairs. Call 489-
2231,
Painting - Paperhanging. Com-
mercial or residential. Free
estimates. 759-1987:
Tree trimming and removing
Also light, hauling Free
estimates, 753-5476 
Wet basement? We make wet .
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah
KY 42001. or call day or night,
1-442-7026.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of 'brown or white-pea gravel.
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763. 
55, Feed And Seed
Hay .for sale. Call 753-1654
after 5 pm.
Carpentry service. Whatever. Timothy hay and Fescue hay for
your needs, old or new, quality sale. Call after 5 pm, 753.
work. Call 753-0565 7787
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:301115:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25





Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
estimates. 'Insured and experienced. Call day or
759-1176
1972 Olds 88, one family car,
64,000 miles, 1800 753-0330. ,
1976 Vega GI stationwagon.
36.000 actual miles. Call 753-
7853 •
1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle,
new tires, completely rebuilt




•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOWSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS





riMmomommeimmourowsit 753.; 9 84
Floored and ready. Up to 12 z 24. Also barn style", of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad•ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre•cvt completely ready to assemble up to 74
x 60. Buy the best for less.
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Final Rites Today
For Earl Stom
Final rites for Earl Stom
were held today at 11 a.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Jim Fortner and the Rey
A. H. McLeod officiating. The
music was by the Rev. and
Mrs. Marshall Fortner.
Pallbearers were Michael
and Marty Stom. Alan Camp.
Kerry Stone, Earl Grogan,
and Michael Lafser. Burial




Wednesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by three
daughters--Mrs. Earleen
Thurmond'. Mrs. Henryetta
Camp, and Mrs. Iola Lafser;
two sons, Donald and Mitchell
Stom; sister, Mrs. Clifton
Johnson; brother, Jesse




The funeral for Ralph
Bennett of Kirksey Route I
will be held S4urday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the -Rev. Bob Dotson of-
ficiating. Providing the music
will be Daytha McCallon and
Clarice Norsworthy.
Pallbearers will be Her-
schel! Pace; Hugh Johnson,
Doris Ezell, Hugh Palmer,
Raron Palmer. Boyd Nor-
sworthy. Clay Smith, Max
Hurt, Lowell Palmer, Joe Pat
James, Crawford Hanley, Hal,
Udell, and Charles Smith,
Robert Hartwig. and Jack
LaJeuness. Burial will follow
in the Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Bennett. 71, died
Tuesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by - his wife,
Mrs. Clara Peterson Bennett;
one daughter, Mrs. Judith Ann






Miss Lady Hendley, 85 year
old resident of Farmington,
died Wednesday at 7:30 .p.m.
at the -Medco Nursing Home,
Paducah.
She is survived by several
cousins.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
Jfic_j_yrn „Funeral Home_
Mayf ielct, `Raffr' '
Yates officiating: ,Burial will
follow in the Farmington
Cemetery.
Mrs. Rena Kirk Is
Dead At Age Of 75;
Services Are Today
Mrs. Rena Kirk died
Wednesday at 5:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital She was 75 years of
age and a resident of Benton
Route 5.
The deceased was the widow
of James (Naud Kirk, and
was a member of the Union
Ridge Baptist Church.
Mrs. Kirk is _stirvived by
four daughters-Mrs. Johnnie
Tubbs. Mrs. Galen Henson
and Mrs. Irene Chitwoocl, all
of Benton. and Mrs. James
Rudolph, Hardin; one son,
Golden Kirk, Benton; two
sisters, Mrs. Altie York and
Mrs. Madie McElroy, Paris,
Tenn.: one brother, Hestle
Greer. Benton.
Funeral services are being
held today at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, 'Renton,
with the Rev. Heyward
Roberts, the Rev. A. M.
Johnson, and the Rev. Willard
Beasley officiating.
— Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will




When God Talks To
Himself" with scripture from
Genesis 18:16-17 will be the
sermon delivered by the Rev.
John Churchwell, pastor, at
the worship services on
Sunday, Jan. 20, at 10 a.m. at
Mason's Chapel and at 11 a.m.
at Hazel, United Methodist
Churches.
Serving as acolytes at Hazel
will be Kim and Tina
Thompson. Special music will
be presented at Hazel by J. W.
and Toni Jones.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. at Hazel and at 11 a.m. at
Mason's Chapel.
The United Methodist Youth
Fellowship with Mrs. Jimmy
Myatt as counselor will meet
at Hazel at 4:45 p.m. Sunday.
MAYFIELD, Ky. 4APi -- A
$350,000 suit against the City of
Mayfield is expected to go to
trial Jan.28.
The suit was filed on behalf
of Thomas Ivy who died at the
city jail in 1977. The suit
contends the city and its
agents refused to proyide Ivy
with proper medical care and
supervision..
The litigation, brought by
his widow,' named as defen-
dants the city and its former
mayor, police chief and jailer.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
January 18,1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 931 Est. 850 Barrows &
Gilts .75-1.00 lower Sows steady to $1.00
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . $36.50-37.00
US 2360-240 lbs  $36.25-36.75
US 2-3 240.250 lbs  $35.25-36.25
US 2-4260-280 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2210-350 lbs.  628.0019.00
US 1-3300-450 lbs.  82700-28 00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.  $28.00-29.00
US 1-3 500450 lbs. .829.00-30.50 few 31.00
US 2-3 300-50D lbs.  $26.00-27.00
Boars 19.00-22.00
ZID" =Mgr mIllor mew mew maw
1975 Pontiac GrandPrix
Approximately 61,000 miles, white, white interior,
bucket seats, AM-FM, Power steering, power •






The Rev. William J. Burch,
a native of Fancy Farm, and
pastor of St. John The Baptist
Catholic Church at Rineyville,
was found dead at his home
early Wednesday. He was 70
years of age.
The deceased had been at
the Rineyville Church for 27
years. He was ordained a
priest in 1934, and had served
since • that time in the
Louisville Diocese,
Survivors are three sisters-
Mrs. Mary Joe Buckman,
Fancy Farm, Mrs. Charles
Aughe, Dayton. and Mrs.
Aubrey wilson, Austin, Texas;
one brother, Paul Burch,
Fancy Farm.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at 11 a.m. at St.
John The Baptist Church at
Rineyville. Graveside ser-
vices will be held at 3 p.m. at
St. Jerome Cemetery, Fancy
Farm, with the Rev. Walter
Hancock officiating. .
, The Roy M. Lowe Funeral





To Go To Trial
Keep .T.hot Great GM Feeling
amnia kaGer0111 PARS ElnittION With Genuine GM Ports
fruj."9-
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
mem •1410, B••••16•8, maw mow
Gold Price Surge Has Effect
On Fort Knox Gold Reserves
Hy The Associated Press
The spectacular price
surges on the gold market
have had a golden touch on
United States government
reserves lacked away at Fort
Knox.
There are 147.3 million "fine
ounces of golcrat Fort Knox,
and officially it is valued at
only $42.2222 a troy ounce.
But current market prices
are nearly 2000 percent
higher, making the Fort Knox
bullion actually worth billions.
- last - Tuesday'a closing
price in New York of $602.50,
the gold was worth
$88,748,250,000.
By Thursday, when gold
closed in New York at $792 an
ounce,. its worth rose to
$116,661,600,006. That closing
price- was recorded at
Republic National Bank in
New York. At the Comm-
modity Exchange in New
York, the price of gold futures
contracts for delivery this
month closed at
William Humbert, chief of
internal audits at the U.S.
Bureau of the Mint in
Washington. D.C. - and the
man who releases information
about the gold at Fort Knox -
said "there has been no effort
made to adjust it (the value)
to market prices."
Bob Mudwilder of Merrill
Lynch in Louisville said the
$42.2222 valuation has not been
changed since trading in gold
Fulton Merchant Says
Gypsy Women Slipped
$4,000 Out Of Safe
FL LION. Ky. - Lee Parks,
manager of Butts Feed & Seed
and Grocery here, said he was
so busy -keeping an eye" on
women believed to be gypsies
that he didn't notice when one
of them slipped $4,000 from an
unlocked safe.
Five cars with Illinois
license plates pulled into the
parking lot of the store on East
State Line Road shortly before
noon Wednesday and a
"swarm of gypsy women
came in the store,- said
Parks.




MAYSVILLE, Ky. ( AP -
Garrett Courtney, 27, of
Mason County was killed early
Thursday when his car
plunged into the North Fork of
the Licking River about 7
miles west of Maysville.
Police quoted a witness as,
saying the car jumped a guard
rail on a U.S. 68 bridge
spanning the river and fell
about 100 feet into the water.
Mason County Coroner
James Brell said that the
cause of death was drowning.
Rev. Billy Turner
Is Church Speaker
perienced their methods -
darting all around, grabbing
stuff and creating confusion -
you don't know what you're up
against," he said.
About 10 worrien entered the
store while men waited in the
cars. After the group left, the
money was discovered
missing.
The safe was located behind
a counter in the feed and seed
section of the business. "It
was unlocked, so they didn't
burglarize it," he said.
Parks said the women had
gypsy dress, dark com-
plexions and "talked con-
stantly in a foreign language."
He added that he suspected
some of the women were
actually men in women's
clothing. , •




automobiles and that area law
enforcement authorities have
been notified. He added that
each car had a ditizen's band
radio antenna.
White said the last incident
he could remember involving
gypsies in Fulton occurred
"two or three years ago."
Prosecution Rests
vas barred years ago.
President Nixon made it
possible for U.S. citizens to
purchase gold in 1975.
When congressmen and
reporters were allowed to tour
ale gold depository at Fort
Knox in 1974, it was estimated
that there were 400,000 -gold
bricks.
We don't measure the gold
in brick. We just go by the
number of fine troy ounces,"
Humbert said. "Maybe since
then, there have been in-
significant amounts removed
for assay veriliCatIon-,it
that's all that's been taken out
of there."
He said the United States
also stores gold at the Mint in
Denver. the United States
Assay Office in New York, and
a small amount in San
Francisco and at the Federal
Reserve Bank in New York.
The U.S. government has
retreated to the sidelines
during the current price
spiral. The price of gold has
inure than doubled since the
last Treasury Department
gold auction on Nov. 1, when
gold sold for $372 an ounce.
The United States has the
world's largest official
government reserves of gold,
with holdings of 262 million
ounces, according to Thomas
Wolfe, a former director of the
Treasury's office of GnId and
Silver Operations and now a
private consultant. .




continuing to hold off a
recession by spending more




savings fell to a 30-year low of
4.5 percent of income last
year, while personal con-
sumption expenditures rose
11.8 percent, a solid gain.
WASHINGTON AP) -
President' Carter is urging
longshoremen to abandon
their boycott and load 3
million tons of grain destined
for the Soviet Union to relieve
a backlog he says is clogging
the nation's transportation
system. _
The action is calculated not
to help the Soviets, but to
relieve pressure on 
Americanfarmers.
International
LONDON IAP - Gold
opened in Europe above $800
an ounce for the first time in
history today after spec-
tacular new rises in New York
and Hong Kong.
Trading opened in Zurich at
$810 an ounce, and the price
quickly moved up to $820.50; a
890 advance on Thursday's
closing price.
The opening price in London
was $815, and by midmorning
the price had risen to $825, a
record for Europe and $65
above Thursday's high.
In Hong Kong, meanwhile,
the price soared to a world
record of $832.97 an ounce,
WKU Performances Of
Play Cancelled Because
Of Scenes Involving Sex
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP I - Campus per-
formances of "The World
According to Garp," a play
based on the-best-selling novel
by John Irving, have been
cancelled because of sex
scenes, says Western Ken-
tucky University's Dr. Regis
( i'Connor.
The 'Western. cast will still
perform the play in _Kansas,
however.
O'Connor, acting head Of
Western's communication and
theater department, said he
Case, Defense Begins cancelled the play, scheduled
for presentation Feb. 26'
1 through March 1 by Western's
Interpreters Theater, because
of two scenes about oral sex.
O'Connor said the scenes
"would create a negative and
harmful image of the
department in the Western-,
In Supper Club Tria
The Sinking Spring Baptist COVINGTON, Ky. f AP , -
Church will hear the pastor, Lawyers for people bringing
the Rev. Billy Turner, speak suit as a result of a fire at the
at the 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Beverly Hills Supper Club
worship services on Sunday, have rested their case. 5nd
Jan. 20. Gerald Cooper, defense lawyers are to begin
Bowling Green community ifdeacon of the week, will assist. theirs Monday.
done under the auspices of the"Won't It Be Wonderful U.S. District Judge
l 
Carl
.- -"Wife 'All be"tireelgetioniu ikauLan sen juror-MAW-
6hY 
- --'---- -- 1 -The script of the three-hourbe sung by the Church Choir at Thursday with orders to
play was adapted from thethe morning hour with Tommy return Monday when lawyers
novel by Dr. James Pearse, aScott as director, Susie Scott for 22 aluminum, wire, and
as pianist, and Patsy Neale as _electrical receptacle. 
cominunication and theater
organist. manufacturers and United 
professor. The novel details
Sunday School with Jim Laboratories Inc. open their 
the life struggle of a fictional
Neale as director will be at 10 defense. 
character named P.S. Garp, a
a.m. and Church Training The May 28, 1977, fire killed 
young author.
with Randy Herndon as 165 persona and injured 50. 
Pearse, director of the play,
said he did not believe publicdirector will be at 6 p.m. The trial began Dec 3 in 
U.S. District Court. 
presentation of the play
"possesses significant. danger
Before resting their case. 
Grace Baptists To
Hear Pastor Speak
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor of the Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Jan. 20, at the church.
Ricky Smith will sing a solo
at the morning hour. The
choir, directed by Leland
Peeler with Dwane Jones,
organist., and Anita Underhill,
pianist, will sing "What
Heaven Means To Me."
At the evening hour the
Youth Group will present a
special selection.
Nursery workers will be
Carolyn Caldwell, Hazel Ray,
Rachel Rickman, and Clovis
Jones. For bus information
call Verba Ray at 753-7200.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday.





are scheduled at 9:45 a.m. on
Sunday, Jan. 20, at the St.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620
West Main Street, Murray.
Acolytes will be Tim Bur-
chfield, Samar Mahfoud and
Jeff Blodgett. Frank Blodgett
and Bill Kyle will be lay
readers. In charge of the
nursery will be Margy Bur-
chfield and Heather Doyle.
Church School will be at 11
a.m. Sunday.
plaintiffs attorney Stanle-y
Chesley gave the jury copies
of a letter written in 1972 by
William Abbott of Battelle
Institute in Columbus, Ohio.
He wrote to Underwriters
Laboratories recommending
Several steps to avert "senous
field failures of aluminum
wire connections."
"Based on studies at Bat-
telle-Columbus, we believe
under no circumstances
should aluminum wire which,
presently is on suppliers'
shelves be connected with
conventional binding head
screw devvices," Abbott said.
The plaintiffs called expert
witnesses and former em-
ployees to demonstrate their
contention that the Southgate
fire started in the receptionist
cubbyhole outside of the club's
Zebra Room.
Stock Market
Prices cif stocks of local Interest at
noon, EST, today, furnished to the Mur-
ray Ledger & Times by First of
Michigan Corp., of Murray, at as
follows:
Industrial Average . . .... -3 07
Air Products 39%
American Motors,,.,,Pt •
Ashland 40c - 41
American Teiephone. . 51'. unr
. Chrysler akii WIC
Peed Motor ..... .... 33% .k4
G.A.F 
General Care   LY •
General Dynamics . .. 713/4 .
52't
General lire 334
Goodrich  1.20% .
Goodyear 430, -41






















The Rev. Dan Tucker.
pastor of the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, Jan. 20, at
the church..
"One Day At A Time" will
be the special selection to be
sung by the Church Choir,
directed by Ralph Robertson
with Ricky Cunningham as
pianist.
Church greeters will be Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Ed Gibbs.
Church School with Pat
Robertson as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.
The church choir will meet
for practice at 5 p.m. Sunday
with the evening worship to
follow at 6 p.m.
Dr. Blankenship To
Speak At Services
Morning worship at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will begin at
10:45 a.m. on Sunday, Jan. 20.
The sermon by the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. Paul Blankenship,
will be entitled "Agents of
Reconciliation."
The choir, under the
direction of Mrs. Imogene
Paschatl, will sing -All
Alone" with . Mrs. Oliveira -
Erwin as organist and Tommy
Gaines as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m., evening worship at 6
p.m., and-Youth Fellowship at
6:46 p.m., all on Sunday.
to the department and
university to warrant - can-
cellation."
However, though the scenes
in question would take up only
about four minutes of the play,
Pearse said the cast decided
at a meeting Tuesday not to
alter the play in order to
perform it on campus.
He said- there had been no
effort to find another 'Bowling
Green site for a performance.
But he said the Western cast
will, perform the play at the
Flint Hills Interpretation
Festival at Emporia State
University in Emporia, Kan.,
in late March.
Western President Donald
Zacharias said he discussed
cancellation of the play with
O'Connor and Dr. Robert
Mounce. dean of Western's
Potter College of Arts and
Humanities, but told the
administrators to "use their





Scenes in the plays are not
,acted out in precise detail, and
a narrator is used extensively
in the performance.
O'Connor said he would
permit the play to be per-
formed at the Kansas festival
because the cast had been'
invited to perform, it will
enable the cast to achieve a
"genuine educational ex-
perience" and the audience
there "will consist of people in
interpretation who', I assume,
will not consider the
production inappropriate." -
Pearse said two short plays
will be presented in 'place of
the cancelled production.
then settled back to close at
$810.85.
RAWALPINDI, Pakistan
I AP- Pakistan's president
derided the reported U.S. offer




and regulars were reported
replacing reservists in the
Soviet occupation army.
"That is peanuts,-
President Mohammed Zia ul-
Haq told American reporters__
Thursday when asked his
opinion of President Carter's
reported offer of 8200 million
in military equipment and
8200 million in economic aid
over the next two years to'
offset the Soviet intervention
in Afghanistan.
. National
NEW YORK' IAPI - The
deposed Shah of Iran says he
has not renounced his claim to
Iran's Peacock Throne and
that the greed of U.S. oil
companies brought about ,his
downfall one year ago.
The hour-long interview on
the ABC newsmagazine "20-
20" was the shah's most ex-
tensive public statement since
he left Iran for exile one year
ago Wednesday.
STERLING, Va. (API -
Excommunication from the
Mormon Church has brought
Sonia Johnson triumph and
strain. Her latest trauma is
the breakup of her marriage.
She is a heroine to feminists,
ytot the object -of-neorn other
church.
. "It's grim," Mrs. Johnson







BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP) --
The radar system used by.
ptilice to catch speeding
motorists came under
scrutiny again during a
hearing on whether officers
were properly trained to use
the units.
Last year in Miami. a
Florida judge ruled that radar
clockings could not be used as
evidence against 80 accused
speeders because the radar
reading proved unreliable.
This time, contention is the
men who use the equipment
are also unreliable beciuse of
lack of proper training.
Many radar systems have
inherent deficiencies, former
San Diego policeman Rod
Dornsife testified Thursday in
a Boone County Court
challenge of the credibility of
radar in enf forcing speed
laws.
He said patrolmen
sometimes play games with
their radar units.
Dornsife is a consultant to
Electrolert Inc., of Dayton,
-maker of the Fuzzbuster
radar detector, and appeared
On behalf of Janice Lee.,
Ms. Lee, of Dayton, an
Electrolert employee. con-
tends she was wrongly
ticketed for speeding by ' a
Kentucky state trooper last
July.
Her case has not yet come to
trial, but the hearing Thur-
sday in Boone County .Court
was 'a continuation of a Sep-
tember hearing on a motion to
surpress the radar evidence..
Ms. Lee, represented by
Covington attorney David
Sloan, contends the radar
reading should: not be .ad-
nutted in the trial because
Kentucky troopers are, not
given adequate training in
operation of their units.
Manufacturers of the
Fuzzbuster contend that a
ruling in their favor would be
a landmark and change law
officers' use of radar
throughout the United States.
Dornsife alleged that police
are aware that radar readings
can be affected by outside
radio signals and that they
sometimes issue tickets with
charges they' know to be
inaccurate.
One favorite game among
radar patrolmen is to clock an
airplane .in flight and then
show the recorded speed on
the radar unit to fellow of-
ficers as an example of "one
that got awaY," Dornsife said.
He also told how police
cruisers equipped with radar
can serve as an alarm clock
for officers who want to sleep
on duty.
He said when the cruiser is
backed into a corner and the
radar unit's threshhold is set
on zero, an alarm would wake
up the snoozing officer if
anyone approached his car.
The Kentucky Supreme
Court, in an earlier challenge,
held that a brief radar
training program is sufficient. -
Sloan contends extensive
training is necessary to




It was rep-OWeitTIVM an. issue of Tfl
Murray Ledger and .Times that Jacque Marvin had
criticized the CIlloway County Middle School football pro-
gram at a county school board meeting.
The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news snide&
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please call 751-1918.
CORRECTION
Byrons ad which ran in Thursday's
Murray Ledger and Times was in-
correct. Prices Good Through Next
Thursday, Jan. 24.
We are sorry for any inconve-
nience.
FINAL CLEARANCE
On All Fall Et Winter Merchandise
1/2Price
Dress Suits Plus FREE Tie
Boots
Shoes
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